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A About the Accreditation Process 

Name of the degree pro-
gramme (in original language) 

(Official) English trans-
lation of the name 

Labels ap-
plied for 1 
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accredita-
tion (issu-
ing agency, 
validity) 

Involved 
Technical 
Commit-
tees (TC)2 

Program Sarjana  
Biologi  

Bachelor programme in 
Biology 

ASIIN BAN-PT, 
2024 „A“ 

10 

Program Sarjana Kimia  
 

Bachelor programme in 
Chemistry  

ASIIN®  BAN-PT, 
2024 „A“ 

09 

Date of the contract: 05.07.2021 

Submission of the final version of the self-assessment report: 16.10.2021 

Date of the audit (online): 22.02. – 24.02.2022 

 

Peer panel:  

Prof. Dr. Kerstin Hoffmann-Jacobsen, University of Applied Sciences Niederrhein 

Prof. Dr. Werner Manz, University of Koblenz-Landau 

Prof. Dr. Ralph Schill, University of Stuttgart 

Dr. Fabian Simon, Robert Bosch GmbH, Tübingen 

Ray Steven, Institut Teknologi Bandung, student 

 

Representative of the ASIIN headquarter:  

Rainer Arnold 

 

Responsible decision-making committee:  

Accreditation Commission  

 

Criteria used:  

European Standards and Guidelines as of 15.05.2015 

 

                                                      
1 ASIIN Seal for degree programmes;  
2 TC: Technical Committee for the following subject areas: TC 09 – Chemistry; TC 10 – Life Sciences 
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ASIIN General Criteria as of 28.03.2014 

Subject-Specific Criteria of Technical Committee 09 – Chemistry as of 29.03.2019 

Subject-Specific Criteria of Technical Committee 10 – Life Sciences as of 28.06.2019 
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B Characteristics of the Degree Programmes 

a) Name Final degree (origi-
nal) 

b) Areas of 
Specialization 

c) Corre-
sponding 
level of the 
EQF3 

d) Mode of 
Study 

e) Dou-
ble/Joint 
Degree 

f) Duration g) Credit 
points/unit 

h) Intake rhythm & 
First time of offer 

Bachelor in Biol-
ogy 

Sarjana Sains (S.Si.) 
Biologi / Bachelor 
of Science in Biol-
ogy 

- 6 Full time  no 8 Semester 144 SKS / 
230 ECTS 

1987, Once a year 
(August)  
 

Bachelor in Chem-
istry 

Sarjana Sains (S.Si.) 
Kimia / Bachelor of 
Science in Chemis-
try 

  6 Full time  no 8 Semester 144 SKS / 
230 ECTS 

1987, Once a year 
(August)  
 

                                                      
3 EQF = The European Qualifications Framework for lifelong learning 
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For the Bachelor’s degree programme Biology, Universitas Diponegoro (UNDIP) has pre-
sented the following profile on its homepage: 

“Vision: 

Become a research-based education center that excels at the utilization and development 
of sustainable natural resources. 

Mission: 

To provide high education in the field of excellence in biology, morality, ethics, compe-
tence, character, and knowledge. 

To implement and improve the quality of creative and innovative research of the utilization 
and sustainable development of natural resources. 

To implement and improve the quality and quantity of devotion to the community through 
public education on the utilization and development of sustainable natural resources. 

Objectives: 

The ability to work as biological analysts, entrepreneurs, practitioners, researchers, and 
supporting staff, competently, innovatively and independently, to implement develop-
ments in the fields of biology. 

The ability to produce high quality publications and technological innovations on the use 
and development of biological resources in the industrial/food/health/bioenergy/environ-
mental sectors. 

The ability to carry out community service programs that educate local communities on the 
utilization and development of sustainable biological resources.” 

 

For the Bachelor’s degree programme Chemistry, Universitas Diponegoro (UNDIP) has pre-
sented the following profile on its homepage: 

“Vision 

To become a chemistry education institution which is based on research that leads to 
technology independence and entrepreneurship skills in 2025 

Mission 

1. To produce graduates who master the knowledge of chemistry and have the ability to 
apply it, and have entrepreneurship skills (Communicator, Professional, Leader, Edu-
cator, Thinker and Entrepreneur). 
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2. To make research for the improvement of chemistry and its application based on its 
field of interest: (i) Natural Resources and Biomolecules, (ii) Materials and Process, 
and (iii) Energy. 

3. To apply the results of education and research for fulfilling people’s needs. 

Objectives 

The objective of the Chemistry Undergraduate Program is to produce graduates who have 
mastered the chemical sciences and their application and have the entrepreneurial skills 
needed to compete internationally. These competencies can be described as follows: 

1. To be competent, qualified, competitive and possess entrepreneurial spirit as a result 
of student-centred learning methods (SCL) and long-life learning principles based on 
morals. These characteristics are needed to overcome community problems, to be-
come involved in the development of science and technology, and to be able to 
adapt to industrial development. 

2. To be capable of conducting chemical research, proactively, creatively, innovatively 
and intensively, in the local, national and international scope for the benefit of oth-
ers. 

3. To be able to contribute to the local community and the nation through the ability to 
identify and analyse community problems and then apply appropriate chemical sci-
ence and technology to solve these problems, either partially or completely. These 
contributions are important for improving the quality of people’s lives. 

4. To be able to take on leadership roles and have a sense of professional ethics with 
high personal integrity. 

5. To be able to work both independently and collaboratively in teams that consist of 
various disciplines.” 
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C Peer Report for the ASIIN Seal  

1. The Degree Programme: Concept, content & implemen-
tation 

Criterion 1.1 Objectives and learning outcomes of a degree programme (intended quali-
fications profile) 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Report 

• Study plans of the degree programmes 

• Module descriptions 

• Webpage Ba Biology: https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/home/ 

• Webpage Ba Chemistry: http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/ 

• Discussions during the audit 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers:  
The peers base their assessment of the learning outcomes as provided on the websites and 
in the Self-Assessment Reports of both Bachelor’s degree programmes under review.  

The peers refer to the Subject-Specific Criteria (SSC) of the Technical Committee Life Sci-
ences as a basis for judging whether the intended learning outcomes of the Bachelor’s de-
gree programmes Biology as defined by UNDIP correspond to the competences as outlined 
by the SSC. They come to the following conclusions: 

Graduates of the Bachelor’s degree programme Biology should understand the basic bio-
logical processes and should be capable of applying the scientific and technological meth-
ods of the biological sciences. In addition, graduates should acquire relevant scientific 
knowledge in the different biological areas such as botany, zoology, biochemistry, biosta-
tistics, molecular biology, cell biology, ecology, plant & animal physiology, and related nat-
ural sciences (chemistry, physics). They learn to work in a team and to carry out practical 
work in a laboratory and in the field. In addition, graduates should be able to work scien-
tifically and be familiar with technological innovations and the use and preservation of bi-
ological resources. 
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The programme is designed as a general biology programme with some specialization op-
tions in the course of the student’s final research project. The programme educational ob-
jectives and learning outcomes are expected to equip the graduates with life skills required 
to develop and adapt to the wide spectrum of possible occupations. Biology graduates have 
a broad occupational area. Their occupational profile includes researcher, teacher/lecturer, 
entrepreneur, and they could work in industry, academia, or public institutions.  

The peers refer to the Subject-Specific Criteria (SSC) of the Technical Committee Chemistry, 
Pharmacy as a basis for judging whether the intended learning outcomes of the Bachelor’s 
degree programme Chemistry, as defined by UNDIP, correspond with the competences as 
outlined by the SSC. They come to the following conclusions: 

The goal of the chemistry programme is to impart essential competencies in mathematics, 
the natural sciences and the core subjects of chemical sciences (biochemistry, organic, in-
organic, physical, and analytical chemistry). In addition, the graduates should learn about 
the different substance classes, their properties, reaction possibilities and uses, and be able 
to independently plan and carry out practical work. They also should be familiar with mod-
ern experimental methods of chemistry, the safe handling of chemicals, have a sound 
knowledge of safety and environmental issues and the underlying legal framework, and be 
able to interpret, critically assess, present and communicate relevant information and new 
research results, and to discuss them with specialist colleagues. Moreover, the graduates 
should be capable of using the acquired knowledge and skills to find solutions to practical 
chemical problems and for conducting scientific work. Finally, they should be familiar with 
chemical hazards and problems that are relevant for the community and be able to apply 
appropriate means to solve these problems, in order to improve the quality of people’s 
lives. The chemistry programme focuses on (i) Natural Materials and Biomolecules, (ii) Ma-
terials and Processes, and (iii) Energy Systems and Environment. 

Graduates of the chemistry programme have several job opportunities; they can work in 
the chemical or petrochemical industry, as teachers, at universities as well as in research 
institutes or in the public administration. The majority of chemistry graduates work in sec-
tors such as chemical and pharmaceutical industry, oil and gas companies, mining and pol-
ymer industries, environmental research and monitoring institutions, public agencies, and 
educational institutions by becoming teachers or lecturers. 

Finally, graduates of both undergraduate programmes should have adequate competen-
cies in oral and written communication skills, be adaptive to the development of sciences, 
and have adequate English proficiency as well as a social and academic attitude.  
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In addition to the subject-related qualification objectives, students of both Bachelor’s pro-
grammes should be capable of working autonomously as well as in a team-oriented man-
ner, and be able to conduct research activities. Furthermore, they are able to solve subject-
relevant problems, can present their results, have trained their analytical and logical abili-
ties, and have an awareness of possible social and ethical effects of their actions. During 
the course of their studies, the students have acquired communicative and language skills, 
and have developed a strategy for life-long learning.  

In summary, the peers are convinced that the intended qualification profiles of both un-
dergraduate programmes under review allow graduates to take up an occupation, which 
corresponds to their qualification. The degree programmes are designed in such a way that 
they meet the goals set for them. The objectives and intended learning outcomes of both 
degree programmes under review are reasonable and well founded. 

However, in general, the peers point out that UNDIP should regularly adapt the intended 
learning outcomes and the curriculum to technological advancements and current devel-
opments in chemistry and biology, in order to prepare graduates even better for the re-
quirements of the job market. In addition, the intended learning outcomes should include 
that students should acquire soft skills such as presentation and communication skills as 
well as be familiarised with project-oriented work and good scientific practice. 

The peers conclude that the objectives and intended learning outcomes of the degree pro-
grammes adequately reflect the intended level of academic qualification and correspond 
sufficiently with the respective ASIIN Subject-Specific-Criteria (SSC) of the Technical Com-
mittee 10 – Life Sciences and the SSC of the Technical Committee 09 – Chemistry, Phar-
macy. 

 

Criterion 1.2 Name of the degree programme 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Report 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers: 
The peers confirm that the English translation and the original Indonesian names of both 
degree programmes under review correspond with the intended aims and learning out-
comes as well as the main course language (Indonesian).  
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Criterion 1.3 Curriculum 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Report 

• Study plans of the degree programmes 

• Module descriptions 

• Webpage Ba Biology: https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/home/ 

• Webpage Ba Chemistry: http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/ 

• Discussions during the audit 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers:  
The biology and the chemistry undergraduate programmes are offered by the Faculty of 
Science and Mathematics (FSM) of UNDIP. 

Both Bachelor’s degree programmes under review are designed for four years and at least 
144 credit semester units (SKS) need to be achieved by the students in the Biology and 
Chemistry programmes (this is equivalent to approximately 230 ECTS points). 

All undergraduate programmes at UNDIP are designed to be completed in eight semesters 
or four academic years with a maximum of 14 semesters or seven academic years. Each 
semester is equivalent to 16 weeks of learning activities including one week for midterm 
exams and one week for final exams. The odd semester starts in August and ends January 
of the following year, while the even semester lasts from February to July.  

The curriculum consists of university requirements and compulsory and elective courses 
determined by UNDIP and the respective departments. University requirements are 
courses that need to be attended by all undergraduate students at UNDIP. There are seven 
university requirements: English, Bahasa Indonesia, Religion, Sports, Internet of Things, 
Pancasila and Civic Education, and Community Service. These courses are almost all offered 
in the first two semesters of studies, in addition to courses conveying basic knowledge of 
natural sciences and mathematics. 

Courses on the different subject-specific sciences are offered from the third to the eighth 
semester. Elective courses can be taken from the second (chemistry) or third year (biology) 
of study. Students usually choose elective courses that relate to their thesis and/or their 
individual interests. During the eight semesters, students must also complete the under-
graduate thesis (6 SKS) and the community service (3 SKS).  

Usually during the last year of studies, students must complete the community service. The 
peers discuss with the programme coordinators about the content and goal of this course. 
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The programme coordinators explain that community service is compulsory for all Indone-
sian students. It has a minimum length of four weeks and often take place in villages or 
rural areas where students stay and live together with the local people. The course is de-
signed “to allow students to apply their knowledge based on their field in order to empower 
society.” Since the community service usually takes place in remote areas, the students 
cannot attend any classes during this time. The students work in interdisciplinary teams 
during the community service in order to advance the society and bring further develop-
ment about. This course was introduced at all Indonesian Universities in 1971. The assess-
ment of the community service consists of a work plan, programme implementation, and 
activity report. The peers understand that students should work for the benefit of the com-
munity and the Indonesian society during the community service and support this concept.  

Both degree programmes include an internship. In the chemistry programme, the intern-
ship lasts a minimum of four weeks and in the biology programme a minimum of two 
weeks. However, the actual length may vary, depending upon the agreement between the 
undergraduate programme and the host institution. The internship can be conducted in 
research institutions or companies. Students can get information about available places 
from the programme coordinators, the UNDIP Career Center, or the internship supervisor 
and need to submit an internship proposal. 

The regular classes of the biology and chemistry programmes is conducted in Bahasa Indo-
nesia, in addition an English class (IUP) is offered in both programmes. The courses for this 
class are conducted in English, and are offered to foreign students or Indonesian students 
who wish to attend the courses in English. Currently, there are 30 students in the biology 
international class and 20 students in the chemistry international class, which is around 5 % 
of the total number of students. IUP have only been established in 2018 and so the offer is 
quite new and the admission criteria (academic merits and English proficiency) are rather 
strict. In addition, the tuition fees are higher than for the regular classes. UNDIP is spreading 
the information in high schools but the response is not as high as it could be and UNDIP is 
trying to attract more students for the international classes. 

Since UNDIP has the goal to become internationally more visible and wants to further in-
ternationalise its degree programmes, the peers discuss with the programme coordinators 
and students if any courses in the regular classes are taught in English. The programme 
coordinators explain that usually all courses in the regular classes are delivered in Bahasa 
Indonesia (Indonesian language) but most of the teaching materials (teaching slides) are 
provided in English. The students confirm that some presentations are done in English, and 
English textbooks are used. However, students should be encouraged to actively speaking 
English. This could be achieved e.g. by discussing international papers or giving oral presen-
tations in English. Moreover, the peers suggest opening some of the lectures offered in IUP 
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also for students of the regular classes so that they may further improve their English pro-
ficiency. 

The members of the teaching staff explain on demand of the peers that they offer possible 
topics for the final projects according to their own research projects. All members of the 
teaching staff supervise theses. Students have to design a research proposal with a time 
schedule for the project, which is discussed with the academic advisor. If they agree, the 
students apply formally for being allowed to work on the suggested topic.  

The peers learn during the audit that students can acquire soft skills by joining one of the 
many student organisations. They offer workshops for students to develop and improve 
their soft skills (e.g. communication and presentation skills). In addition, students partici-
pate in international competitions and Model United Nations, where students simulate the 
work of the United Nations. 

The peers gain the impression that the graduates of both degree programmes under review 
are well prepared for entering the labour market and can find adequate jobs in Indonesia. 
Most of the Bachelor’s graduates enter the job market directly, only few (approximately 7 
%) continue with a Master’s degree either at UNDIP or at other universities. In general, all 
graduates have good and manyfold job perspectives. 

 

Criterion 1.4 Admission requirements 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Report 

• Decree of Minister of Research, Technology and Higher Education No. 2, 2015  

• Homepage UNDIP:https://www.undip.ac.id/ 

• Homepage Faculty of Science and Mathematics: https://fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/v3/en/home/ 

• Discussions during the audit 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers:  
According to the Self-Assessment Reports, admission procedures and policies for new stu-
dents follow the National Regulation No.2, 2015. The requirements, schedule, registration 
venue, and selection test are announced on UNDIP’s webpage and thus accessible for all 
stakeholders. 

There are three different ways by which students can be admitted to a Bachelor’s pro-
gramme at UNDIP: 
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1. National Entrance Selection of State Universities (Seleksi Nasional Masuk Perguruan 
Tinggi Negeri, SNMPTN), a national admission system, which is based on the academic per-
formance during the high school (20 % of the students at UNDIP are admitted through this 
selection system). 

2. Joint Entrance Selection of State Universities (Seleksi Bersama Masuk Perguruan Tinggi 
Negeri, SBMPTN). This national selection test is held every year for university candidates. 
It is a nationwide written test (subjects: mathematics, Bahasa Indonesia, English, physics, 
chemistry, biology, economics, history, sociology, and geography). It accounts for 30 % of 
the admitted students at UNDIP. 

3. Independent Selection (Seleksi Mandiri) students are selected based on a written test 
(similar to SBMPTN) specifically held by UNDIP for prospective students that haven not 
been accepted through SNMPTN or SBMPTN (50 % of the students at UNDIP are admitted 
through this test). 

In addition, there is a special selection procedure for the international classes, which is 
based on academic merits and English proficiency. 

The average capacity is 170 new students per year in both programmes and depends on 
the number of teachers in the different departments and the available facilities (laboratory 
working places).  

The number of applicants exceeds by far the number of available places. From 2018 to 
2021, there were between 1324 (in 2020) and 2758 (in 2018) persons applying for admis-
sion to the Biology programme per year and only between 150 and 235 new students were 
accepted. This is equivalent to an average admission rate of 8 %. The numbers in the Chem-
istry programme are similar. From 2018 to 2021, there were between 1134 (in 2020) and 
2484 (in 2018) persons applying for admission per year and around 165 new students were 
accepted. This is equivalent to an average admission rate of 10 %. 

There are eight different levels of tuition fees for undergraduate students at UNDIP. They 
range from IDR 500,000 (€ 30) to IDR 8,500,000 (€ 518) per semester. Which level of tuition 
fees the students have to pay, depends on the economic background of their parents. As 
UNDIP explains, students in the international classes have to pay higher tuition fees. 

Several undergraduate students at UNDIP are fully funded by the government including 
their daily expenditures. A tuition waiver scheme is available upon request and the amount 
depends on the parents’ economic status. The amount of waiver ranges from 20 to 100 % 
of the total fee. Approximately 10 % of the international students receive scholarships, 
which are either funded by UNDIP or other public or private institutions. Several students 
confirm during the discussion with the peers that they receive a scholarship either from the 
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government and other public institutions or from private companies. Usually, student have 
to achieve and keep a certain GPA (e.g. above 3.0 or 3.5) to receive financial support, oth-
erwise there are no strings attached to the scholarships. 

The peers inquire of the programme coordinators why there are so many students applying 
for studying at UNDIP. They learn that biology and chemistry are popular subjects because 
the job perspectives are very good. In addition, there are many high school graduates in 
Indonesia and UNDIP is one of the most prestigious universities in Indonesia. Consequently, 
UNDIP only accepts the very best candidates. From their discussion with the students, the 
peers gain the impression that the admission system is very effective and only very moti-
vated and high-performing candidates are admitted. The peers consider the highly selected 
and motivated students to be one of the strong points of both undergraduate programmes 
under review. 

In summary, the peers find the terms of admission to be binding and transparent. They 
confirm that the admission requirements support the students in achieving the intended 
learning outcomes.  

Final assessment of the peers after the comment of the Higher Education Institution re-
garding criterion 1: 

The peers understand that the curricula and the learning outcomes are regularly updated 
every 5 years and that different stakeholders (industry partners, alumni, students and lec-
turers) are involved in the process. However, they point out that new developments occur 
every year and that there should be a continuous process for adapting the curricula and 
the learning outcomes to the latest technological developments.  

The peers thank UNDIP for explaining that the Community Service is usually carried out 
during the semester break between the sixth and seventh semester when classes and ex-
ams have been completed. 

The peers appreciate that UNDIP tries to attract international students by providing schol-
arships through the Diponegoro Exchange Experience Program (DEEP). In addition, the in-
ternational class (IUP) is promoted by to spreading information to schools and via social 
media. 

The peers consider criterion 1 to be mostly fulfilled. 
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2. The degree programme: structures, methods and imple-
mentation 

Criterion 2.1 Structure and modules 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Report 

• Study plans of the degree programmes 

• Module descriptions 

• Academic Regulations 

• Webpage Ba Biology: https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/home/ 

• Webpage Ba Chemistry: http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/ 

• Discussions during the audit 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers: 
The curriculum of both Bachelor’s degree programmes under review are designed for eight 
semesters. Nevertheless, it also possible for excellent students to complete the degree in 
only seven semesters. Students cannot cover more than 24 SKS per semester. The students’ 
individual study plans might differ from each other but have to be approved by their aca-
demic advisors and the Vice Dean of Academic and Student Affairs. The curricula include 
theoretical and practical courses, thesis proposal and thesis, community service, and elec-
tives. 

Elective courses can be chosen by the students in accordance with their areas of interest 
and after consultation with their academic advisor. The courses in the first two semesters 
of the Bachelor’s programmes convey basic knowledge of natural sciences, mathematics 
and languages (Indonesian and English). Courses on the different sciences are offered from 
the third to the sixth semester. During the seventh and eighth semester, students must 
complete the Community Service and the undergraduate thesis. 

Students may take elective courses in their second year for the chemistry programme (the 
3rd semester) and in their third year for the biology programme (the 5th semester). 

Regular students take 18 credits in every semester, while outstanding students may take 
up to 24 credits. Therefore, outstanding students are enabled to complete the Bachelor’s 
degree in less than 4 years. However, this case is rare since the workload of the undergrad-
uate programmes is rather high anyway and designed for a four-year study programme.  
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The curriculum of the biology programme encompasses 144 credits and is divided into 5 
areas: 

1. 16 SKS of University Compulsory Courses 

2. 60 SKS of Biological Science Courses 

3. 20 SKS of Compulsory Courses for Megabiodiversity 

4. 30 SKS of Compulsory Courses for Biology Undergraduate Program (including Practical 

Work and Final Project) 

5. 18 SKS of Elective Courses 

The term “Megabiodiversity” refers to areas that harbour the majority of Earth's species 
and plants. Indonesia as a tropical country, with many islands has a unique diversity of hab-
itats and is the home to several endemic species of plants and animals. The following 
courses belong to this focus area: Introduction of Biodiversity, Introduction of Bio conser-
vation, Animal Biodiversity, Plant Biodiversity, Taxonomy, Protist Biology, Marine Biology, 
and Mycology. In addition, students learn about international regulations such as Nagoya 
Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits 
Arising from their Utilization (ABS) to the Convention on Biological Diversity. 

The peers see that the focus of biology programmes seems to be on “environmental impact 
assessment” and “biodiversity” rather than on general biology. In general, the peers think 
that this focus is suitable for a biology programme in Indonesia, but UNDIP should also 
introduce students to modern biology subjects such as genomics, proteomics, or meta-
genomics to work on the previous mentioned focus areas with state-of-the-art methods. 
These subjects are essential for characterising and analysing biological molecules and for 
understanding the structure, function, and dynamics of organisms and populations. 

The chemistry programme has a curriculum with 144 SKS consisting of 122 SKS of compul-
sory subjects and 22 SKS of electives. There are 56 compulsory courses and 11 elective 
courses.  

With respect to practical laboratory work, the peers learn during the audit that students of 
both degree programmes under review usually do the experiments together in groups of 
four to six students (depending on the course). However, there should be enough instru-
ments and laboratory space so that the experiments can be conducted by groups of not 
more than two to three students. Otherwise, students may not acquire the necessary 
hands-on experience in conducting experiments.  

In general, the peers point out that UNDIP should regularly adapt the intended learning 
outcomes and the curriculum to technological advancements and current developments in 
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chemistry and biology, in order to prepare graduates even better for the requirements of 
the job market.  

During the discussion with the peers, the employers and UNDIP’s partner from the industry 
and from governmental institutions suggest to invite more experts from the industry to 
give classes and provide insights on current developments in the respective scientific area. 
Moreover, they stress that it would be useful to prolong the duration of the internship 
(work practise). An internship of four weeks is considered too short; employers would like 
students to spend more time in the companies. Finally, they suggest offering more project-
oriented teaching in the courses. Otherwise, UNDIP’s partners are very satisfied with the 
qualification profile of the graduates of all three programmes under review. 

In summary, the peers gain the impression that the choice of modules and the structure of 
the curriculum ensure that the intended learning outcomes of the respective degree pro-
gramme can be achieved. 

International Mobility 

UNDIP provides opportunities for students to conduct internships and exchange pro-
grammes abroad. The International Office of UNDIP (DIO) was established in 2009 and is 
responsible for establishing international collaborations, assisting international students, 
and supporting UNDIP’s internationalisation. Students who take part in student exchanges 
through cooperation programmes can gain recognition of the acquired credits after obtain-
ing approval from their undergraduate programme. The credits acquired abroad are trans-
ferable to UNDIP, although this transfer of credits is only possible if an agreement exists 
between UNDIP and the involved international university. This agreement regulates the 
details of the transfer, such as the list of courses that can be transferred, the minimum 
grade, equivalency of curriculum between universities, etc. 

UNDIP wants to further promote the internationalisation and the current strategic plan of 
UNDIP aims at strengthening the international and employer reputation by increasing the 
number of international students and offering more summer schools especially for attract-
ing international students and guest lecturers. 

UNDIP has established international cooperations with several different universities and 
institutes. However, the students’ academic mobility in the biology and chemistry pro-
grammes is still low. As described in the Self-Assessment Report, in 2018, one student and 
in 2020 two students participated in a research collaboration with Universiti Teknologi Ma-
laysia. In addition, there are only a few international students. In 2018, 4 students from 
Universiti Sabah Malaysia studied for one semester in the Chemistry Department, while in 
2019, there was one student from Myanmar.  
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The numbers are a little higher in the biology programme. In 2018, four undergraduate 
biology students participated in research collaboration with the National Center for Genetic 
Engineering and Biotechnology (BIOTEC) in Thailand. In 2019, one student studied at Uni-
versiti Teknologi Malaysia and three students did some research activities at BIOTEC and in 
2021, three students took part in a student exchange programme with the University of 
Padua, Italy and Daugavpils University, Latvia. 

The new policy of the Indonesian government actively supports any activities outside of the 
university by releasing a regulation on the Merdeka Belajar-Kampus Merdeka (MBKM), 
which requires the university to promote students who want to take outside their Bache-
lor’s programme for up to three semesters (Minister of Education and Culture Regulation 
Number 3 Year 2020). UNDIP recognizes the courses taken by the students outside univer-
sity based on the comparability of the intended learning outcomes. The peers consider this 
regulation sufficient. However, according to the opinion of the peer group, the academic 
mobility of the students should be further promoted. The number of Bachelor’s students 
who participate in international exchange programmes is still low despite students’ high 
interest. National scholarships are available, but it is highly competitive so only a few stu-
dents receive them. 

The students confirm during the discussion with the peers that some opportunities for in-
ternational academic mobility exist. However, they also point out that they wish for more 
places and better endowed scholarships for long and short-term stays abroad. The number 
of available places in the exchange programmes is still limited and there are restrictions 
due to a lack of sufficient financial support. UNDIP can provide only limited travel grants, 
while the demand from students is rising. The lack of financial support hinders students 
from joining the outgoing programmes.  

The peers understand these problems; however, they recommend increasing the effort to 
further internationalising UNDIP by establishing more international co-operations and ex-
change programmes and by offering more and better-endowed scholarships. In addition, 
the peers see that most of the faculty members have international contacts, which can be 
used for establishing more international co-operations. It is also possible for students and 
teachers to apply to international organisations like ERASMUS or the German Academic 
Exchange Council (DAAD) for receiving funds for stays abroad. 

In summary, the peers appreciate the effort to foster international mobility and support 
both Faculties and the respective Departments to further pursuing this path.  

 

Criterion 2.2  Work load and credits 
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Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Reports 

• Study plans of the degree programmes 

• Module descriptions 

• Academic Handbooks 

• Discussions during the audit 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers: 
Based on the National Standards for Higher Education of Indonesia (SNPT), both under-
graduate programmes under review use a credit point system called SKS.  

For regular classes, one SKS of academic load for the undergraduate programme is equiva-
lent to 3 academic hours, which equals 170 minutes. This includes: 

• 50 minutes of scheduled contact with the teaching staff in learning activities, 
• 60 minutes of structured activities related to lectures, such as doing the assign-

ments, writing papers, or literature study, 
• 60 minutes of independent activities outside the classroom to obtain a better un-

derstanding of the subject matters and to prepare academic assignments such as 
reading references.  

For lab work, final project, fieldwork, and other similar activities, one SKS is equivalent to 3 
to 5 hours a week of student’s activities.  

Students with high academic achievement can take more courses (up to 24 SKS) to speed 
up their studies; the academic advisor must approve this.  

The peers point out that there can be no fixed conversion rate between SKS and ECTS 
points, but the ECTS points need to be calculated separately for each course. This can be 
easily done by dividing the students’ total workload, which is described in detail in the re-
spective module description, by the number of hours that is required for one ECTS. In ad-
dition, UNDIP needs to define, how many hours of students’ total workload are needed for 
awarding one ECTS point. In the Self-Assessment Report, UNDIP calculates with 25 hours 
per ECTS point, but this regulation needs to be made transparent, so that external stake-
holders are informed about the actual workload of the single courses and the whole degree 
programmes. 

Since the workload of the students was only estimated by the programme coordinators, 
the peers expect UNDIP to re-evaluate the calculation of ECTS points and to ask the stu-
dents about their actual workload, especially the time they need for self-studies, for each 
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course. This could e.g. be done by including a respective question in the course question-
naires. By correctly displaying students’ workload in ECTS points, UNDIP would facilitate 
academic mobility and better support their graduates if they apply for international pro-
grammes. 

In any case, UNDIP needs to verify the students’ total workload and make sure that the 
actual workload and the awarded ECTS credits correspond with each other. This infor-
mation should be made transparent in the module descriptions and the study plans. The 
students’ total workload (including the time needed for self-studies) needs to be deter-
mined and verified for each course separately. UNDIP should follow the procedure as de-
scribed in the ECTS Users’ Guide. 

During the audit, the students confirm that their workload is adequate and that it is possi-
ble to finish the degree programme within the expected four years. 

 

Criterion 2.3  Teaching methodology 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Report 

• Study plans of the degree programmes 

• Module descriptions 

• Discussions during the audit 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers: 

Various teaching and learning methods (including lectures, computer training, classroom 
and lab exercises, field trips, individual and group assignments, seminars and projects, etc.) 
have been implemented. Structured activities include tutorials, homework, assignments 
(reading or problem exercises) and practical activities. Group project assignments are given 
in some courses to develop students’ skills in teamwork, communication, and leadership. 
The assignments and exercises should help students to develop their abilities with respect 
to critical thinking, written/oral communication, data acquisition, problem solving, and 
presentations. 

UNDIP has the goal to support the transition from a teacher-centred to a student-oriented 
and outcome-based education (OBE) in order to involve all students in the learning process 
and to develop their thinking and analytical skills. The peers learn during the audit, that 
there is room for improvement in this area. For this reason, they recommend involving 
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students more in the lectures and introducing more student-centred teaching, e.g. by of-
fering more project-based or team-oriented forms of teaching and learning. In addition, it 
would be possible to involve UNDIP’s partners from the industry in designing the projects. 

The most common method of learning is class session, with several courses having inte-
grated laboratory practices. Lecturers generally prepare presentations to aid the teaching 
process. With individual or group assignments, such as discussions, presentations, or writ-
ten tasks, students are expected to improve their academic as well as their soft skills. La-
boratory work covers laboratory preparation, pre or post-tests, laboratory exercises, re-
ports, discussions, and presentations. In addition, practical activities should enable stu-
dents to become acquainted with academic research methods. 

To help students achieving the intended learning outcomes and to facilitate adequate 
learning and teaching methods, UNDIP offers a digital platform and an academic infor-
mation system (SIAP). 

In addition, distance learning is applied via virtual meetings (MS Teams, Zoom, etc.) and 
through a MOODLE based Learning Management System (KULON UNDIP), which is de-
signed to manage learning content (lesson plans, teaching materials, learning videos, etc.) 
and learning activities other than virtual meetings (exams, quizzes, assignments, discussion 
forums, grading, etc.). 

In summary, the peer group considers the teaching methods and instruments to be suitable 
to support the students in achieving the intended learning outcomes. In addition, they con-
firm that the study concept of both undergraduate programmes comprises a variety of 
teaching and learning forms as well as practical parts that are adapted to the respective 
subject culture and study format.  

 

Criterion 2.4  Support and assistance  

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Reports 

• Academic Regulations 

• Discussions during the audit 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers: 
UNDIP offers a comprehensive advisory system for all undergraduate students. At the start 
of the first semester, every student is assigned to an academic advisor. Each academic ad-
visor is a member of the academic staff and is responsible for approximately 20 students 
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from his classes. He/she is a student’s first port of call for advice or support on academic or 
personal matters. 

The role of the academic advisor is to help the students with the process of orientation 
during the first semesters, the introduction to academic life and the university’s commu-
nity, and to respond promptly to any questions. They also offer general academic advice, 
make suggestions regarding relevant careers and skills development and help if there are 
problems with other teachers. The students confirm during the discussion with the peers 
that they all have an academic advisor. 

In general, students stress that the teachers are open minded, communicate well with 
them, take their opinions and suggestions into account, and changes are implemented if 
necessary. 

The fourth-year students who prepare their final project have one or more supervisors, 
who are selected based on the topic of the final project. One supervisor could be an exter-
nal supervisor, if the student performs the research outside UNDIP. The role of the final 
project supervisor is to guide students in accomplishing their final project, e.g. to finish 
their research and complete the final project report. 

Finally, there are several student organizations at UNDIP; they include student’s activity 
clubs, which are divided into arts, sports, religious and other non-curricular activities. 

The peers notice the good and trustful relationship between the students and the teaching 
staff; there are enough resources available to provide individual assistance, advice and sup-
port for all students. The support system helps the students to achieve the intended learn-
ing outcomes and to complete their studies successfully and without delay. The students 
are well informed about the services available to them. The comprehensive tutorial and 
support system at UNDIP is one of the strengths of the degree programmes. 

Final assessment of the peers after the comment of the Higher Education Institution re-
garding criterion 2: 

The peers appreciate that UNDIP is planning to reduce the group size in the laboratory ses-
sions by providing more instruments and dividing the classes. Verification of this plan 
should be provided in the further course of the procedure. 

The peers thank UNDIP for explaining that biology students can prolong the internship to a 
maximum of 6 months for which 20 SKS are awarded. The peers suggest promoting this 
opportunity more actively. 
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The peers note that students’ academic mobility was handicapped by the Covid pandemic 
and it is pleasing that there was already an increase in mobility in 2021/2022 and even 
more students are expected to spend some time abroad in the next year. 

The peers consider criterion 2 to be mostly fulfilled. 

 

3. Exams: System, concept and organisation 

Criterion 3  Exams: System, concept and organisation 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Report 

• Module descriptions 

• Academic Regulations 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers: 
According to the Self-Assessment Report, the students’ academic performance is evaluated 
based on their attendance and participation in class, their laboratory works and reports, 
assignments, homework, presentations, mid-term exam, and the final exam at the end of 
each semester. The form and length of each exam is mentioned in the module descriptions 
that are available to the students via UNDIP’s homepage and the digital platform SIAD. 

The most common type of evaluation used are written examinations; however, quizzes, 
laboratory work, assignments (small projects, reports, etc.), presentations, seminars, and 
discussions may contribute to the final grade. Written examinations, either closed-book or 
open-book, typically include short answers, essays, problem-solving or case-based ques-
tions, and calculation problems. Some lecturers also give multiple choice or true-false ques-
tions in examinations or quizzes. The grade from laboratory work usually consists of labor-
atory skills, discussions, reports, and oral exams. Students are informed about mid-term 
and final exams via UNDIP’s homepage. The final grade is the result of the different activi-
ties in the course (e.g. laboratory work, mid-term exam, the final exam, quizzes or other 
given assignments). 

Students can repeat a failed exam once, if they fail again, they have to retake the class in 
the next semester. In addition, lecturers need to arrange examinations for students who 
have not taken the examinations due to valid reasons. Some courses allow students, whose 
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grades are still below the passing level, to improve their grades by repeating an exam (re-
medial). The students are satisfied with this policy, but the peers point out that this process 
should be made transparent in the academic regulations. 

After the exam, teachers upload the students’ grades to the academic information system 
(SIAP) of Diponegoro University. If students are not satisfied, they can ask for a clarification 
from the teacher and can appeal their grades. The details of the procedure are described 
in the academic regulations.  

The peers discuss with the students about their exam load and the exam organisation. They 
learn that for each course there is one mid-term exam and one final exam in every semes-
ter. Usually, there are additional practical assignments or quizzes. The final grade is the 
sum of the sub-exams. The students confirm that they are well informed about the exami-
nation schedule, the examination form, and the rules for grading and that the exam load is 
appropriate. 

Every student in both undergraduate programmes under review is required to do a final 
project (Bachelor’s thesis). This project is conducted independently under the guidance of 
one or more supervisors and usually consists of literature study, practical research, and 
data analysis. Both the student and his/her supervisors might decide the topic and content 
of the project. The teachers offer possible topics for the final projects according to their 
own research projects. All members of the teaching staff supervise theses. Students have 
to design a research proposal with a time schedule for the project, which is discussed with 
the academic advisor. If they agree, the students apply formally for being allowed to work 
on the suggested topic. Moreover, students can develop their own ideas for their final pro-
ject and design the proposal accordingly. 

In the chemistry programme, the final project is divided into two parts, namely Research 
Project 1 (seventh semester) and Research Project 2 (eighth semester). The Research Pro-
ject 1 consists of literature studies about the possible research project and the preparation 
of a research plan to be carried out in the Research Project 2. The report about the final 
project is then presented in front of a group of examiners in a seminar format. The exam-
iners consist of the respective supervisors and at least two other lecturers from the faculty 
(or assigned institutions). It is also possible to conduct an external final project e.g. in co-
operation with a company. In this case, one co-supervisor comes from the respective host 
institution. In the biology programme, the final project is conducted only in the eighth se-
mester and it is not divided into two parts. The students need to publish the results of their 
Bachelor’s thesis in a recognised in local or national scientific journal. 
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The grading for the final project (Bachelor’s thesis) is done differently in both programmes. 
In the biology programme, the proposal seminar and the project result seminar each con-
tribute 20% to the final grade, while the final report has a weight of 60%. In the chemistry 
programme, the oral defence contributes 70 % and the final report 30% to the grade (Re-
search Project 2). The peers point out that this information needs to be made transparent 
in the respective module description. 

The peers also inspect a sample of examination papers and Bachelor’s theses and are over-
all satisfied with the general quality of the samples.  

Final assessment of the peers after the comment of the Higher Education Institution re-
garding criterion 3: 

The peers confirm that UNDIP has updated the module descriptions for the final project. 
They now make transparent how the proposal seminar, the oral defense, and the written 
report contribute to the final grade. 

The peers consider criterion 3 to be fulfilled. 

 

4. Resources 

Criterion 4.1  Staff 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Report 

• Staff Handbooks 

• Study plans 

• Module descriptions 

• Discussions during the audit 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers:  
At UNDIP, the staff members have different academic positions. There are professors, as-
sociate professors, assistant professors, and lecturers. The academic position of each staff 
member is based on research activities, publications, academic education, supervision of 
students, and other supporting activities. For example, a full professor needs to hold a PhD 
degree. In addition, the responsibilities and tasks of a staff member with respect to teach-
ing, research, and supervision depend on the academic position.  
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All fulltime members of the teaching staff are obliged to be involved in (1) teaching/advis-
ing, (2) research, and (3) community service. However, the workload can be distributed 
differently between the three areas from teacher to teacher.  

According to the Self-Assessment Report, the teaching staff at the Biology Department con-
sists of 46 fulltime teachers (4 professors, 16 associate professors, 19 senior lecturers, and 
7 lecturers). Most of the teachers hold a PhD degree. 13 non-academic staff members (la-
boratory technicians, administrative staff, finance, and librarians) support the teachers. 

At the Chemistry Department, there are 34 fulltime teachers (3 professors, 14 associate 
professors, 16 assistant professors, and 1 lecturer. Most of the teachers hold a PhD degree, 
5 academic staff members currently pursue a doctoral degree. The teachers are supported 
by 14 non-academic staff members (laboratory technicians, administrative staff, finance, 
and librarians). 

In the Bachelor’s degree programme Chemistry, there are currently (2021) 35 teachers and 
765 active students. Therefore, the teacher-to-student ratio is 1:22.5. In the Bachelor’s de-
gree programme Biology, there are currently (2021) 45 teachers and 765 active students. 
This results in a teacher-to-student ratio of 1: 19. 

The peers positively notice that in both degree programmes several guest lecturers from 
renowned international universities are invited to give classes and act as keynote speakers 
in seminars. The purpose of inviting domestic and foreign guest lecturers is to provide stu-
dents with a different learning experience, and to improve standards of lectures at UNDIP.  

The peers discuss with UNDIP’s management how new staff members are recruited. They 
learn that every year the faculties and departments announce their vacancies to UNDIP’s 
management, which subsequently announces the vacancies on the university’s webpage. 
One way to recruit new teachers is to send promising Master’s students from UNDIP abroad 
to complete their PhD and then to hire them as teachers when they are finished. Besides 
this general recruitment, there is a “special recruitment” at UNDIP for teachers with exper-
tise in a specialised area that is needed at UNDIP. 

In summary, the peers confirm that the composition, scientific orientation and qualification 
of the teaching staff are suitable for successfully implementing and sustaining the degree 
programmes.  

The peers are impressed by the excellent and open-minded atmosphere among the stu-
dents and the staff members. This atmosphere of understanding and support is one of the 
strong points of the degree programmes. 
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Criterion 4.2  Staff development 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Report 

• Staff handbook 

• Discussions during the audit 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers:  
UNDIP encourages training of its academic and technical staff for improving the didactic 
abilities and teaching methods. As described in the Self-Assessment Reports, faculty mem-
bers and non-academic staff regularly participate in training or workshops. 

To this end, UNDIP has established several programmes to support staff development. New 
staff members are required to undertake an intensive basic training programme called Pre-
Service or Pra-Jabatan. Following Pra-Jabatan, lecturers are required to undertake Training 
for the Development of Basic Skills in Instructional Techniques (PEKERTI) and Applied Ap-
proach (AA) to develop teaching and management skills. In addition, lecturers are required 
to take a lecturer certification and obtain an educator certificate (SERDOS) that shows their 
recognition as a professional staff. In addition, lecturers are mentored by their seniors to 
develop their expertise and to advance their career.  

Faculty members can also further develop their competencies through several activities 
such as post-doctoral programmes, training, workshops, joint research, etc. Moreover, 
they are encouraged to present their research papers in national and international confer-
ences, and to collaborate with colleagues from international universities. 

Teacher development programmes, especially in the field of learning and teaching meth-
ods, are coordinated by the UNDIP Education Quality Assurance and Development Insti-
tute. The institute is responsible for developing the teachers’ didactical skills and for provid-
ing trainings in the form of mentoring lecturers, courses on e-learning, information tech-
nology, distance learning, and on preparing teaching materials. 

The peers discuss with the members of the teaching staff the opportunities to develop their 
personal skills and learn that the teachers are satisfied with the internal qualification pro-
gramme at UNDIP, their opportunities to further improve their didactic abilities and to 
spend some time abroad to attend conferences, workshops or seminars; even a sabbatical 
leave is possible, which is funded by UNDIP or the government.  

In summary, the peers confirm that UNDIP offers sufficient support mechanisms and op-
portunities for members of the teaching staff who wish for further developing their profes-
sional and teaching skills. 
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Criterion 4.3  Funds and equipment 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Reports 

• Video of the facilities 

• Discussions during the audit 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers:  
Basic funding of the undergraduate programmes and the facilities is provided by UNDIP 
and the Faculty of Science and Mathematics. Additional funds for research activities can be 
provided by UNDIP or the Indonesian government (Bantuan Pendanaan Perguruan Tinggi 
Nasional, BPPTN), but the teachers have to apply for them. In addition, there are several 
co-operations with industrial partners. 

The financial means for both programmes can be divided into a state revenue budget 
(APBN) and non-state revenue budget (non-APBN). APBN funds are provided by the Indo-
nesian Ministry of Education and Research, they constitute between 30 and 35 % of the 
total budget and cover the employee salaries. Non-APBN funds come from UNDIP, the larg-
est share derives from tuition fees and additional funds are generated from co-operations 
with companies and business activities. These funds are used for covering the operational 
costs of the degree programmes and for non-permanent employees. The provided budget 
allows the departments to conduct the study programmes as well as some specific activi-
ties, including student exchange programmes, student financial assistance for research, 
and participation in international conferences.  

The programme coordinators emphasise that from their point of view, both undergraduate 
programmes receive sufficient funding for teaching and learning activities. Hence, the De-
partments do not face any financial shortages. Of course, there is limited funding to mod-
ernize or add laboratory equipment, but there are sufficient resources for adequately 
teaching the classes.  

From the provided documents and videos of the laboratories, the peers deduct that there 
seem to be no severe bottlenecks due to missing equipment or a lacking infrastructure. The 
basic technical equipment for teaching the students is available, although it is not state of 
the art, especially in the teaching laboratories. On the other hand, the research labs are 
well equipped with modern instruments. The students confirm during the discussion with 
the peers that, in general, they are satisfied with the available equipment, but several in-
struments are outdated. Moreover, the peers learn during the audit that students can use 
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and operate the instruments in the laboratories by themselves after being trained and in-
structed by either senior students or lab technicians. Each laboratory has a lab supervisor; 
in addition, there are several senior students, who work as lab assistants.  

Nevertheless, it is difficult for the peers to assess the extent of the safety measures based 
on the videos and the discussions alone. Only some laboratories are shown in the videos 
and especially the scope and design of the safety standards remain unclear (material and 
surface quality of the working benches, safety goggles, gloves, eye showers, fire extinguish-
ers, emergency exits, chemical-proof cabinets, first-aid kits, fume hoods, waste manage-
ment, and ventilation system). For this reason, the peers point out that it is necessary to 
verify that the safety measures are strictly followed in the labs by all persons and to explain 
in detail, what safety measures are in place. The peers understand that students receive 
safety instructions at the beginning of every laboratory class, but it is also necessary that 
all persons follow these instructions. 

Moreover, the peers emphasise that all students need to have the opportunity to get hands 
on experience with chemicals and carrying out laboratory experiments. For this reason, the 
number of students conducting one experiment should be reduced. In order to gain suffi-
cient practical experience in the laboratories, groups conducting one experiment should be 
limited to 2 to 3 students. In the basic teaching labs, the number of fume hoods should be 
sufficient for these small groups so that all students can get hands-on experience with con-
ducting a synthesis with hazardous chemicals. 

In addition, teachers and students can use the facilities of UNDIP’s central laboratory. Here, 
more sophisticated instruments (e.g. Atomic Force Microscope, X-Ray Diffraction, Gas 
Chromatographer, Mass Spectrometer, and Laser Particle Size Analyser) are available and 
lab technicians are present to operate them. Teachers have to apply for using the facilities 
and are charged for the provided services. If some sophisticated instruments are not avail-
able at UNDIP for example in the area of molecular biology or genetics, the teachers use 
their international and national contacts and collaborations to receive support, e.g. by an-
alysing samples for them. 

The students also express their satisfaction with the library and the available literature 
there. They confirm having access to international literature and publications as well as to 
scientific databases such as ScienceDirect.  

In summary, the peer group judges the available funds, the technical equipment, and the 
infrastructure (laboratories, library, seminar rooms etc.) to comply – besides the men-
tioned restrictions - with the requirements for adequately sustaining the degree pro-
grammes. 
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Final assessment of the peers after the comment of the Higher Education Institution re-
garding criterion 4: 

The peers appreciate that UNDIP provides both degree programmes with a budget for pur-
chasing new instruments and for updating the technical equipment in the laboratories. 
They support the plan to replace all outdated instruments within the next 5 years. 

The peers thank UNDIP for explaining that standard laboratory safety rules are applied in 
all laboratories. For the biology laboratories, this includes safety goggles, gloves, eye show-
ers, fire extinguishers, and hygiene and safety information to avoid accidents. Signs for haz-
ardous materials and equipment and emergency exit route are also available. The labora-
tories are equipped with smoke detectors, evacuation routes, and emergency stairs. How-
ever, for the chemistry laboratories, it is not clear if e.g. proper eye showers, evacuation 
routes, and emergency stairs exist. 

In addition, the peers strongly emphasise that UNDIP needs to make sure that the safety 
measures in the laboratories are followed strictly and that all laboratories are equipped 
with the necessary safety equipment, which allows students to work with hazardous sub-
stances. 

The peers consider criterion 4 to be mostly fulfilled. 

 

5. Transparency and documentation 

Criterion 5.1  Module descriptions 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Reports 

• Module descriptions 

• Webpage Ba Biology: https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/home/ 

• Webpage Ba Chemistry: http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/ 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers: 
The students, as all other stakeholders, have access to the module descriptions via UNDIP’s 
homepage.  

After studying the module descriptions, the peers see that the module descriptions do not 
always make transparent, how each exam contributes to the final grade and what kind of 
exam is required (e.g. for the final project). The module description of the final project 
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must include the information about the composition of the final grade and how the differ-
ent exams (report, presentation, and discussion) contribute to it. In addition, the calcula-
tion of the students’ total workload and the conversion into ECTS points is not transparent 
and consistent. For example the course “Basic Biology I” has 125 hours of students’ work-
load and 4.8 ECTS points are awarded. This should be 5 ECTS points. In the course “Bio-
chemistry”, the students’ workload is 165 hours and 6.4 ECTS points are awarded. This 
should be 6.6 ECTS points, if 25 hours per ECTS point are calculated. Moreover, UNDIP 
needs to define in an official regulation how many hours of students’ total workload are 
required for one ECTS point and make that information transparent. This issue is also dis-
cussed under criterion 2.2.  

Finally, the peers point out that all module descriptions should include current literature 
references. 

 

Criterion 5.2  Diploma and Diploma Supplement  

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Reports 

• Sample Diploma for each degree programme 

• Sample Diploma Supplement for each degree programme 

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers: 

The peers confirm that the students of all degree programmes are awarded a Transcript of 
Records, a Diploma and a Diploma Supplement after graduation. The Diploma Supplement 
and the Transcript of Records contain almost all necessary information about the respec-
tive degree programme. However, some information should be added. The Transcript of 
Records should also list the acquired ECTS points of each course and how many ECTS points 
are awarded for whole degree programme. The Diploma Supplement should also include 
statistical data about the distribution of final grade according to the ECTS Users’ Guide. This 
allows the reader to categorise the individual result.  

 

Criterion 5.3  Relevant rules 

Evidence:  
• Self-Assessment Reports 

• All relevant regulations as published on the university’s webpage 
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Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers:  
The peers confirm that the rights and duties of both UNDIP and the students are clearly 
defined and binding. All rules and regulations are published on the university’s Indonesian 
website and hence available to all stakeholders. In addition, the students receive all rele-
vant course material in the language of the degree programme at the beginning of each 
semester.  

The peers discuss with UNDIP about the admission of students with disabilities, particularly 
colour-blindness and deafness, as this is a known issue in Indonesia. The university stresses 
that it follows a general non-discrimination policy and that students with disabilities are 
eligible for admission into the programmes. The peers understand that applicants with col-
our-blindness and deaf are not admitted to the chemistry or biology programmes. They are 
aware that this is common practice at Indonesian universities, but are convinced that it is 
unnecessary. The peers emphasise that with modern tools and technology, colour-vision 
and deafness are no longer important abilities even in laboratories. Regarding the study 
programmes at hand, it is even less of an issue as the experiments are conducted in groups 
and the colour-blindness or deafness of one student can be easily compensated by the 
other group members. Hence, they consider such an admission criterion too restrictive and 
expect UNDIP to change it. 

Final assessment of the peers after the comment of the Higher Education Institution re-
garding criterion 5: 

The peers confirm that UNDIP has updated the literature references in the module descrip-
tions. With respect to the students’ workload, the peers point out that the module descrip-
tions should include the students’ workload in hours per semester and not in minutes per 
week. 

The peers see that UNDIP has updated the Transcript of Records, which now lists the ac-
quired ECTS points of each course and how many ECTS points are awarded for whole de-
gree programme. In addition, the Diploma Supplement now includes statistical data about 
the distribution of final grade.  

The peers are glad that UNDIP will change the admission regulation for colour-blind and 
deaf persons so that they are no longer excluded from enrolling in the Biology and Chem-
istry programmes. The peers expect to submit the new regulation in the further course of 
the accreditation procedure. 

The peers consider criterion 5 to be mostly fulfilled. 
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6. Quality management: quality assessment and develop-
ment 
Evidence:  

• Self-Assessment Reports 

• Academic Handbooks 

• Discussions during the audit  

Preliminary assessment and analysis of the peers:  
The peers discuss the quality management system at UNDIP with the programme coordi-
nators. The peers learn that there is an institutional system of quality management aiming 
at continuously improving the degree programmes. 

This system relies on internal (SPMI) as well as external (SPME) quality assurance. SPMI 
encompasses all activities focused on implementing measures for improving the teaching 
and learning quality at UNDIP. SPME focuses on both national and international accredita-
tions. National accreditation is conducted by the National Accreditation Board for Higher 
Education (BAN-PT), under the Ministry of Education and Culture, Republic of Indonesia. 
National accreditation of the programme within the university is a legal obligation for every 
study programme. Both programmes under review have received the highest accreditation 
status (A) from BAN-PT.  

Internal evaluation of the quality of the degree programmes is mainly provided through 
student surveys. The students give their feedback on the courses by filling out the ques-
tionnaire online. Giving feedback on the classes is compulsory for the students; otherwise, 
they cannot access their account on UNDIP’s digital platform. The questionnaires are used 
to monitor and evaluate the learning processes and are distributed every semester to the 
lecturers before the final exam is done. A summary of the students’ feedback is sent to the 
respective lecturers. Based on the results, the programme coordinator and the teachers re-
assess every course and possibly some changes are made. If there are negative results, the 
Department Head invites the concerned teacher to discuss about his or her teaching meth-
ods and thus, they are expected to enhance their performance in the future. 

In addition, UNDIP has established the “Academic Dialogue”, which is held once a year on 
department level. Students, Dean, Vice-Dean, Head of Department, programme coordina-
tors, and teachers are all taking part in this forum. The goal of the forum is to discuss with 
all people involved in running the degree programme about weaknesses and possible 
measures for improvement. The peers appreciate this format and consider it to be very 
useful for getting direct feedback from students.  
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The peers gain the impression that the Departments take the students’ feedback seriously 
and changes are made if necessary. Nevertheless, the peers see that the results of the 
course questionnaires are not discussed directly with the students. Consequently, the 
peers expect UNDIP to inform students about the results of the questionnaires and the 
teachers should discuss with them about possible improvements in the respective course. 
The feedback loops need to be closed. 

Moreover, students confirm during the audit that they are not represented in the univer-
sity’s boards – with the exception of the Board of Trustees on university level - and, thus, 
are not directly involved in the decision-making processes. The peers are convinced that it 
would be very useful to have student members in the different boards. For this reason, 
they recommend that student representatives should be members of boards at UNDIP (at 
least on programme and faculty level) and be actively involved in the decision-making pro-
cesses for further developing the degree programmes.  

UNDIP regularly conducts an alumni tracer study. By taking part at this survey, alumni can 
comment on their educational experiences at UNDIP, the waiting period for employment 
after graduation, their professional career, and they can give suggestions how to improve 
the programme. Moreover, the employers are asked to give feedback to UNDIP on employ-
ability and acquired competencies of UNDIP’s graduates. During the audit, the employers 
express their general satisfaction with the qualification profile. They just recommend invit-
ing more guest lecturers from the industry to give lectures on current developments in the 
respective area, introducing more project-oriented teaching, and prolonging the internship 
(work practise). This is also discussed under criteria 2.1. 

The peers discuss with the representatives of UNDIP’s partners from schools, public insti-
tutions, and private companies if there are regular meetings with the partners on faculty 
or department level, where they discuss the needs and requirements of the employers and 
possible changes to the degree programmes. They learn that some employers and alumni 
are invited to give their feedback on the content of the degree programmes in the course 
of the tracer studies. The peers appreciate that UNDIP stays in contact with its alumni and 
has a close relation with its partners from the industry, schools, and public institutions. 
However, no academic advisory board exists. As the peers consider the input of the em-
ployers to be very important for the further improvement of the degree programmes, they 
appreciate the existing culture of quality assurance with the involvement of employer in 
the quality assurance process. Nevertheless, they recommend establishing an academic 
advisory board at each department. The advisory board should consist of a group of pro-
fessionals, employers, and experts of the relevant fields from outside the university (e.g. 
companies and governmental institutions). Including students, professionals, and employ-
ers in the different boards will help further developing the degree programmes. 
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In summary, the peer group confirms that the quality management system at UNDIP is, 
besides the mentioned deficits, suitable to identify weaknesses and to improve the degree 
programmes.  

Final assessment of the peers after the comment of the Higher Education Institution re-
garding criterion 6: 

The peers understand that the summary of students’ feedback is discussed by the Quality 
Assurance Team (GPM), which then reports to the Head of the Study Programme. The re-
sults of the internal discussions are presented to the students through an academic dia-
logue forum, where students can express their opinions for the improving the programmes 
in the future. However, the peers emphasise that it is necessary to directly informing stu-
dents about the results of the questionnaires and the teachers should discuss with them 
about possible improvements in the respective course. 

The peers thank UNDIP for explaining that at the faculty level, there are the Student Exec-
utive Board (BEM) and the student SENAT. They are directly involved in official agendas, 
such as dean selection, tuition fee policy, evaluation of teaching and learning process and 
facilities and infrastructure. However, it would be useful to make student representatives 
members of the boards at UNDIP at programme or department level and to directly involve 
them in the decision-making processes for further developing the degree programmes. 

The peers consider criterion 6 to be mostly fulfilled. 
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D Additional Documents 

Before preparing their final assessment, the panel ask that the following missing or unclear 
information be provided together with the comment of the Higher Education Institution on 
the previous chapters of this report: 

- none 
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E Comment of the Higher Education Institution 
(26.04.2022) 

UNDIP provides the following statement:  

N
o 

Specific Comments of 
Peers 

Response /explana-
tion/Corrective action 

Supporting facts/docu-
ments/link & reviewed 

based action plan 

Criteria 1 

General feedback  

Bachelor of Biology Program (BoB) and Bachelor of Chemistry (BoC) appreciates and is 
grateful for the reviews from peers as a whole regarding Criteria 1. In general, we fully 
agree with comments from peers. We are pleased that the peers are convinced that the 
intended qualification profiles allow graduates to take up an occupation, which corre-
sponds to their qualification and meet the goals set for them. We are also glad that the 
peers founded that the objectives and intended learning outcomes are considered rea-
sonable and well founded, so that it is concluded that the objectives and intended learn-
ing outcomes of the degree programs adequately reflect the intended level of academic 
qualification and correspond sufficiently with the respective ASIIN Subject-Specific-Cri-
teria (SSC) of the Technical Committee 10 – Life Sciences and the SSC of the Technical 
Committee 09 – Chemistry, Pharmacy. However, BoB and BoC also highlighted several 
points that have been conveyed by peers who need clarification or further explanation. 
The peers expect the BoB and BoC to take action to regularly improve LO and curriculum 
to prepare graduates to suit market needs. LO is expected to contain soft skills including 
presentation and communication skills and be familiar with project-oriented based work 
and apply scientific work patterns. As some comments need to be addressed, our feed-
back in the form of further explanation and supporting facts and links as well as a re-
viewed based action plan related to the explanation are written below. 

 Criterion 1.1   

1 Page 10 line 13 

However, in general, the 
peers point out that UN-
DIP should regularly adapt 
the intended learning out-
comes and the curriculum 
to technological advance-
ments and current devel-
opments in chemistry and 

BoB. BoB has carried out 
curriculum improvements 
regularly as recommended 
by peers. Internal Discus-
sion of academic Lecture 
and staff has been carried 
out on this issue based on 
peers’ advice. Improve-
ment of Curriculum and 
Learning Outcome (LO) is 
regularly conducted every 

● BoB’s graduates are 
also expected to have 
soft skills such as in 
presentation and com-
munication (Part B, ge-
neric skill number 2), 
project orientation and 
scientific practices (part 
C, Specific skill number 
6), and have been im-
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N
o 

Specific Comments of 
Peers 

Response /explana-
tion/Corrective action 

Supporting facts/docu-
ments/link & reviewed 

based action plan 

biology, in order to pre-
pare graduates even bet-
ter for the requirements 
of the job market. In addi-
tion, the intended learn-
ing outcomes should in-
clude that student should 
acquire soft skills such as 
presentation and commu-
nication skills as well as be 
familiarized with project-
oriented work and good 
scientific practice. 

5 years. The last version 
was done in 2020. It in-
volves users, industry part-
ners, alumni, students and 
lecturers. Curriculum im-
provement and LO always 
refers to the latest techno-
logical development. As 
part of this commitment, 
new courses that are rele-
vant to current technologi-
cal advances are raised, in-
cluding: “Internet of 
thing,” “Bioinformatics”, 
“Bioprospect in Biodiver-
sity”, “Bio-preneurship”. It 
is expected that graduates 
are able to meet market 
needs or be able to create 
their own jobs. The LO will 
be revised again before 
2025. 

plemented in the teach-
ing and learning pro-
cess, as shown in the 
Lesson plan / RPS). (Part 
D, Knowledge number 
3). Link: 
(https://bio.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-
and-mission-of-biology-
program/learning-out-
comes/)  

● Physical evidence: LO 
links 
(https://bio.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-
and-mission-of-biology-
program/learning-out-
comes/) , examples of 
project-oriented work, 
examples of student sci-
entific publications). 
Student publications 
demonstrate project-
oriented skills and a sci-
entific mindset. Presen-
tation skills are proven 
by routine assignments 
per course. Communi-
cation skills are demon-
strated by the existence 
of a "scientific commu-
nication" course and 
also the results of scien-
tific publications in jour-
nals. 
(https://bio.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-
and-mission-of-biology-
program/learning-out-
comes/) Other evidence 
as student publications 

https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/vision-and-mission-of-biology-program/learning-outcomes/
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in English: 
(https://doi.org/10.152
94/biosaintif-
ika.v14i1.29828) 

Project oriented work has 
been carried out in several 
courses by giving assign-
ments to write a project 
simulation. Project ori-
ented assignments can be 
given through lectures or 
practicum assignments. 

Evidence of Project ori-
ented work :  

(https://drive.google.com/
drive/fold-
ers/1pCSAW6kCY-
OVfJAE9CiS-
cbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=shar-
ing)  

Other physical evidence: fi-
nal report of student PKM-
P : 
(https://drive.google.com/
drive/fold-
ers/16_cA8TGdgQ4iFnb3q
vOJkCxcgXX_w9gj?usp=sh
aring)  

As stated in Semester 
Course Plan (RPS), good 
scientific practice has also 
been implemented in com-
piling final project reports, 
scientific publications, 
problem base learning (in 
RPS) and Program of Stu-
dents Creativity for re-
search (PKMP) competi-
tions. 

Physical evidence :  

- TA reports : 
(https://drive.google.
com/drive/fol-
ders/1hi-iEMcVx_-
9FTeYFleS2nZOfiBON-
CUl?usp=sharing)  

- Scientific publications 
: 
(https://doi.org/10.15
294/biosainti-
fika.v14i1.29828)  

- winners of national 
and international 
competitions. 

(https://bio.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/v1/en/student-
achievement/)  

https://doi.org/10.15294/biosaintifika.v14i1.29828
https://doi.org/10.15294/biosaintifika.v14i1.29828
https://doi.org/10.15294/biosaintifika.v14i1.29828
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16_cA8TGdgQ4iFnb3qvOJkCxcgXX_w9gj?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16_cA8TGdgQ4iFnb3qvOJkCxcgXX_w9gj?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16_cA8TGdgQ4iFnb3qvOJkCxcgXX_w9gj?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16_cA8TGdgQ4iFnb3qvOJkCxcgXX_w9gj?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16_cA8TGdgQ4iFnb3qvOJkCxcgXX_w9gj?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hi-iEMcVx_-9FTeYFleS2nZOfiBONCUl?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hi-iEMcVx_-9FTeYFleS2nZOfiBONCUl?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hi-iEMcVx_-9FTeYFleS2nZOfiBONCUl?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hi-iEMcVx_-9FTeYFleS2nZOfiBONCUl?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hi-iEMcVx_-9FTeYFleS2nZOfiBONCUl?usp=sharing
https://doi.org/10.15294/biosaintifika.v14i1.29828
https://doi.org/10.15294/biosaintifika.v14i1.29828
https://doi.org/10.15294/biosaintifika.v14i1.29828
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/student-achievement/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/student-achievement/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/student-achievement/
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BoC. Every five years, we 
review the Bachelor of 
Chemistry curriculum. We 
have and will implement 
peer feedback to adapt the 
curriculum to the latest de-
velopments in chemical 
science and technology. 
What can be done immedi-
ately is to update the 
learning content by provid-
ing the frontiers of the de-
velopment of chemical sci-
ence and technology. 

Bachelor of Chemistry 
(BoC) will involve more ex-
perts from industries and 
research institutions to get 
the insights and to adapt 
the intended learning out-
comes and the curriculum 
to technological advance-
ments and current devel-
opment in chemistry. 

An example was the feed-
back from Mr. Maruap Si-
ahaan (CEO of PT. St. 
Morita Industries) who 
proposed an extension of 
the fieldwork time which 
we responded to by chang-
ing the workload of the 
fieldwork course from 1 
credit to 2 credits. 

Presentation, communica-
tion skills as well as pro-
ject-oriented work have 
been implemented in the 
assignment, task, and 
presentation session on 

We have discussed with 
the Faculty and the Faculty 
has provided a decree re-
garding the advisory board 
to adapt the curriculum to 
technological advance-
ments and current devel-
opments. 
(http://tiny.cc/Dean_De-
cree_Partner_Forum) 

 

Some of soft skills such as 
presentation and commu-
nication skills from learn-
ing outcomes are proven 
by the achievements of 
chemistry students in in-
ternational competitions 
(https://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/2021/05/achieve
ments-of-chemistry-stu-
dents-fsm-undip/)  

 

We are also trying to make 
a student's research pro-
ject become a publication 
to improve research and 
writing skills, one of the ex-
amples of student research 
project published on sci-
encedirect 

https://www.sciencedi-
rect.com/science/arti-
cle/pii/S13861425183024
15  

http://tiny.cc/Dean_Decree_Partner_Forum
http://tiny.cc/Dean_Decree_Partner_Forum
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/05/achievements-of-chemistry-students-fsm-undip/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/05/achievements-of-chemistry-students-fsm-undip/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/05/achievements-of-chemistry-students-fsm-undip/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/05/achievements-of-chemistry-students-fsm-undip/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1386142518302415
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1386142518302415
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1386142518302415
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1386142518302415
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several courses and practi-
cums 

 Criterion 1.3   

2 Page 12 line 6 

Since the community ser-
vice usually takes place in 
remote areas, the stu-
dents cannot attend any 
classes during this time 

BoC. Based on the guide-
lines of the Community 
Service (CS) issued by the 
University, the CS should 
not be taken in the semes-
ter which students still tak-
ing any classroom-based 
module. CS is usually car-
ried out during the semes-
ter break where class 
learning, and exams have 
been completed. 

This Community Service 
(CS) course is placed in the 
6th semester with a work-
load of 3 credits. In its im-
plementation, it is carried 
out in semester breaks be-
tween semesters 6 and 7. 

The link of Semester Learn-
ing Plan of CS: 
https://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/real-work-lec-
ture-kkn/  

 

 Criterion 1.3   

3 Page 12 line 24 

IUP have only been estab-
lished in 2018 and so the 
offer is quite new and the 
admission criteria (aca-
demic merits and English 
proficiency) are rather 
strict. In addition, the tui-
tion fees are higher than 
for the regular classes. 
UNDIP is spreading the in-
formation in high schools 
but the response is not as 
high as it could be and UN-
DIP is trying to attract 

BoC. In an effort to attract 
students to the Interna-
tional Undergraduate Pro-
gram (IUP), the Bachelor of 
Chemistry does several 
things, one of which is 
providing subsidies for in-
ternational exposure activ-
ities. We will continue to 
strive to increase IUP pro-
gram registrants by provid-
ing interesting information 
and showing the ad-
vantages of IUP to schools, 
and social media. 

To attract international 
students, UNDIP provides 
scholarships. UNDIP pro-
vides the Diponegoro Ex-
change Experience Pro-
gram (DEEP). The official 
information about DEEP 
can be accessed on: 
https://io.un-
dip.ac.id/deep-2/ 

https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/real-work-lecture-kkn/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/real-work-lecture-kkn/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/real-work-lecture-kkn/
https://io.undip.ac.id/deep-2/
https://io.undip.ac.id/deep-2/
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more students for the in-
ternational classes. 

 

 Criterion 1.3   

4 Page 12 line 34 

The students confirm that 
some presentations are 
done in English, and Eng-
lish textbooks are used. 
However, students should 
be encouraged to actively 
speaking English. This 
could be achieved e.g. by 
discussing international 
papers or giving oral 
presentations in English. 
Moreover, the peers sug-
gest opening some of the 
lectures offered in IUP 
also for students of the 
regular classes so that 
they may further improve 
their English proficiency. 

BoC. Thank you for the 
feedback provided. What 
is currently being imple-
mented is the Test of Eng-
lish as a Foreign Language 
(TOEFL) training for stu-
dents. We apply a mini-
mum standard for TOEFL 
scores as a graduation re-
quirement. We try to en-
courage students to con-
duct seminar presenta-
tions in English. 

We will encourage lectur-
ers to present lectures in 
English in regular classes. 
In addition, we encourage 
assignments and presenta-
tions to be presented in 
English in regular classes. 

Undip also facilitates and 
provides English language 
training and TOEFL tests to 
improve the English lan-
guage skills of students: 

https://seu.apps.un-
dip.ac.id/about  

Criteria 2 

General feedback 

Bachelor of Biology Program (BoB) and Bachelor of Chemistry (BoC) appreciates and is 
grateful for the reviews from peers regarding Criteria 2. In general, we fully agree with 
comments from peers. In the degree program section, we are pleased that the peers 
have impressed the choice of modules and the structure of the curriculum to ensure the 
achievement of the intended learning outcomes of the respective degree program. On 
the international mobility program, peers appreciate the effort to foster international 
mobility and support both Faculties and the respective Departments to further pursue 
this path. On the student workload and credits, peers noticed during the audit that the 
students confirm that their workload is adequate and that it is possible to finish the de-
gree program within the expected four years. Furthermore, on the teaching method, 
peers have considered the teaching methods and instruments to be suitable to support 
the students in achieving the intended learning outcomes.  

https://seu.apps.undip.ac.id/about
https://seu.apps.undip.ac.id/about
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Finally, peers also highlighted during interviews with representative students, the good 
and trustful relationship between the students and the teaching staff and there are 
enough resources available to provide individual assistance, advice, and support for all 
students. However, BoB and BoC also highlighted several points that have been conveyed 
by peers who need clarification or further explanation. As some comments need to be 
addressed, our feedback in the form of further explanation and supporting facts and links 
as well as a reviewed based action plan related to the explanation are written below. 

 Criterion 2.1   

5 Page 17 line 19 

With respect to practical 
laboratory work, the peers 
learn during the audit that 
students of both degree 
programs under review 
usually do the experi-
ments together in groups 
of four to six students (de-
pending on the course). 
However, there should be 
enough instruments and 
laboratory space so that 
the experiments can be 
conducted by groups of 
not more than two to 
three students. Other-
wise, students may not ac-
quire the necessary 
hands-on experience in 
conducting experiments. 

BoB. Regarding the practi-
cum model which is di-
vided into several groups, 
BoB has considerations 
based on the availability of 
tools and also the number 
of practitioners so that cur-
rently what can be done is 
to divide the groups of 
practitioners consisting of 
4-6 people per group. In 
line with the several new 
equipment provided this 
year, (including binocular 
and stereo microscopes, 
water and sediment sam-
plers, spectrophotometer, 
Shaking Incubator, laminar 
air flow, Automatic frac-
tion collector, Ultrasonic 
Homogenizer Sonicator 
Cell Disruptor Mixer), a re-
duction of the number of 
students in the group at 
the time of practicum to be 
2-3 students is very possi-
ble to be implemented. It 
also has been done in sev-
eral classes this year. 

BOC. Thank you for the 
feedback from peers. 
Peers' suggestions are cor-

● Along with efforts to 
increase the availabil-
ity of tools/laboratory 
equipment, in the near 
future the practicum 
groups will be reduced 
to 2 - 3 people per 
group according to 
peers’ advice. In prac-
tice, each student in 
each group worked on 
all stages of the experi-
ment. Student mastery 
of practicum material 
is proven through per-
sonal evaluation and 
guided by a practicum 
assistant. 

● Photos of the imple-
mentation of the 
practicum with the 
number of students in 
groups of 2 to 3 per-
sons.  
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rect, and we are commit-
ted to improving the qual-
ity of the practicum so that 
the student learning expe-
rience increases. We are 
committed to increasing 
the number of basic equip-
ment and consumables so 
that students can work in 
smaller groups of 2-3 peo-
ple per group. In this se-
mester, we have started to 
divide the practicum class 
into 25 people with 8 
practicum subjects, which 
means that on average one 
group has 3 people 

6 Page 17 line 29 

During the discussion with 
the peers, the employers 
and UNDIP’s partner from 
the industry and from gov-
ernmental institutions 
suggest to invite more ex-
perts from the industry to 
give classes and provide 
insights on current devel-
opments in the respective 
scientific area. 

BOC. The response to this 
inquiry is the same as No. 1 

 

7 Page 17 line 29 

During the discussion with 
the peers, the employers 
and UNDIP’s partner from 
the industry and from gov-
ernmental institutions 
suggest to invite more ex-
perts from the industry to 
give classes and provide 

BOB. BoB will increase aca-
demic activities that in-
volve industry to become 
part of the learning pro-
cess which will be carried 
out on a regular basis. 

Invitation of experts from 
users and industry part-
ners has already been 
scheduled. As the evidence 
of this activity can be 

BoB activity leaflets/bro-
chures presenting experts 
Online Studium Generale 
“Information Technology 
Based Innovations in Bio-
logical Science” 
(https://bio.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/v1/2021/03/03/o
nline-studium-generale/)  

1. Diskusi Ilmiah Online 
(Seri 1) “Strategi Riset 

https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/2021/03/03/online-studium-generale/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/2021/03/03/online-studium-generale/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/2021/03/03/online-studium-generale/
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insights on current devel-
opments in the respective 
scientific area. 

shown in the following 
leaflet / fliers. 

Berbasis Data Sekun-
der Di Masa Pandemi 
Covid -19” 

https://drive.google.c
om/file/d/1yD4458AL
qsBH7f3U3LjLQ87BB7
Lwa4z_/view?usp=sha
ring 

2. Diskusi Ilmiah Online 
Seri 2 “Bioprospeksi 
dan Bioekonomi 
Keanekaragaman 
Hayati Indonesia” : 

(https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1rHqZYJBi
T6BMYeoiORjZ-
GaefNyHDn-
BAn/view?usp=sha-
ring) 

3. Diskusi Ilmiah Online 
Seri 3 “Strategi Bisnis 
Online” : 
(https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1-
GAMPj0x_Q_FG3CwH
fv-7H5ojqi38LV-
/view?usp=sharing) 

4. Sharing Experience 
“Peran Biologi Dalam 
Analisis Dampak Ling-
kungan” 

(https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1JgTlCjEB
OkKli2Iht-
WfMh8WV9mrIBQT1/
view?usp=sharing) 

5. Kuliah Umum “Marine 
Biology and Perspec-
tive” : 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yD4458ALqsBH7f3U3LjLQ87BB7Lwa4z_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yD4458ALqsBH7f3U3LjLQ87BB7Lwa4z_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yD4458ALqsBH7f3U3LjLQ87BB7Lwa4z_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yD4458ALqsBH7f3U3LjLQ87BB7Lwa4z_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yD4458ALqsBH7f3U3LjLQ87BB7Lwa4z_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rHqZYJBiT6BMYeoiORjZGaefNyHDnBAn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rHqZYJBiT6BMYeoiORjZGaefNyHDnBAn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rHqZYJBiT6BMYeoiORjZGaefNyHDnBAn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rHqZYJBiT6BMYeoiORjZGaefNyHDnBAn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rHqZYJBiT6BMYeoiORjZGaefNyHDnBAn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rHqZYJBiT6BMYeoiORjZGaefNyHDnBAn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GAMPj0x_Q_FG3CwHfv-7H5ojqi38LV-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GAMPj0x_Q_FG3CwHfv-7H5ojqi38LV-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GAMPj0x_Q_FG3CwHfv-7H5ojqi38LV-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GAMPj0x_Q_FG3CwHfv-7H5ojqi38LV-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GAMPj0x_Q_FG3CwHfv-7H5ojqi38LV-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JgTlCjEBOkKli2IhtWfMh8WV9mrIBQT1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JgTlCjEBOkKli2IhtWfMh8WV9mrIBQT1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JgTlCjEBOkKli2IhtWfMh8WV9mrIBQT1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JgTlCjEBOkKli2IhtWfMh8WV9mrIBQT1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JgTlCjEBOkKli2IhtWfMh8WV9mrIBQT1/view?usp=sharing
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(https://drive.google.
com/file/d/157UHvQ
Qjp3z3TUH4RQD-
v_sHe0gbIWvw/view?
usp=sharing) 

6. Lecturer Series 1 “Bio-
monitoring” 

(https://drive.google.
com/file/d/15REe7z8s
UDRT-
wMrBI384Y8Kg_s0r3G
Gf/view?usp=sharing)  

Some photos of students' 
activities in the internship 
program (MF-Kedaireka) 
2021, involving PT 
Rekayasa Agromarin Indo-
nesia as an industrial part-
ner in the application of 
productive sustainable aq-
uaculture and biomonitor-
ing.  

  

  

8 Page 17 line 32 

Moreover, they stress that 
it would be useful to pro-
long the duration of the 
internship (work practise). 
An internship of four 
weeks is considered too 
short; employers would 
like students to spend 
more time in the compa-
nies 

BoB. Regarding input from 
Peers regarding the dura-
tion of the internship, it is 
necessary to explain that 
what is meant by intern-
ship refers to Work Prac-
tice/ Practical Work. This 
practical work has a credit 
value of 2 credits and is 
carried out by studying in 
the field of industrial prac-
tice relevant to the biolog-
ical field for 2 weeks. 

BoB provides a proportion 
of 2 credits for internship 

● The extension time of 
the work practice will 
be followed by the cal-
culation of the number 
of hours which will 
have an impact on the 
proportion of credits.  

● This change in propor-
tion will be discussed 
at a formal curriculum 
revision meeting in-
volving stakeholders 
and KOBI (Indonesian 
Biology Consortium). 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/157UHvQQjp3z3TUH4RQD-v_sHe0gbIWvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/157UHvQQjp3z3TUH4RQD-v_sHe0gbIWvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/157UHvQQjp3z3TUH4RQD-v_sHe0gbIWvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/157UHvQQjp3z3TUH4RQD-v_sHe0gbIWvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/157UHvQQjp3z3TUH4RQD-v_sHe0gbIWvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15REe7z8sUDRTwMrBI384Y8Kg_s0r3GGf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15REe7z8sUDRTwMrBI384Y8Kg_s0r3GGf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15REe7z8sUDRTwMrBI384Y8Kg_s0r3GGf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15REe7z8sUDRTwMrBI384Y8Kg_s0r3GGf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15REe7z8sUDRTwMrBI384Y8Kg_s0r3GGf/view?usp=sharing
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(work practice) which is 
equivalent to 2 weeks of 
implementation. However, 
BoB gives students the op-
portunity to carry out 
these activities for more 
than 2 weeks, but not ex-
ceeding 1 semester (6 
months). The assessment 
components at the work 
practice stages may in-
clude determining topics 
and titles with supervisors, 
making proposals, imple-
menting work practices, 
activity reports and 
presentations of activity 
results. In the 2020 curric-
ulum, it stipulates that in-
ternship activities can be 
carried out for a longer 
time, and credit conver-
sions are given according 
to the number of hours of 
activity that have been car-
ried out by students during 
the internship. The maxi-
mum time for the intern-
ship is 6 months with a 
conversion of 20 credits. 
This is in accordance with 
the rules in the independ-
ent curriculum (MBKM). 

Physical evidence:  

● Conversion rules in 
MBKM, rector's de-
cree in MBKM. Regula-
tion of the Rector of 
Diponegoro University 
: 
(https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1AZxuQna
ZCg3pIUFYl-
mmGYzq98klRWk1l/vi
ew)  

● Technical Guidebook 
for MBKM implemen-
tation at Undip : 

(https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1T9PpKjVE
NuuIVjIu5DwwMhRoq
W1p64q_/view)  

●  Guide to converting 
MBKM courses at FSM 
Undip : 

(https://drive.google.
com/file/d/17vqx7ep
5SbQphKH3mMz3Qrx
FeeXWXnrb/view) 

BOC. The BoC has actually 
increased the workload in 
the field work course from 
1 SKS in the previous cur-
riculum to 2 SKS in the cur-
rent curriculum. 

We believe that this work-
load is adequate because 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AZxuQnaZCg3pIUFYlmmGYzq98klRWk1l/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AZxuQnaZCg3pIUFYlmmGYzq98klRWk1l/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AZxuQnaZCg3pIUFYlmmGYzq98klRWk1l/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AZxuQnaZCg3pIUFYlmmGYzq98klRWk1l/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AZxuQnaZCg3pIUFYlmmGYzq98klRWk1l/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T9PpKjVENuuIVjIu5DwwMhRoqW1p64q_/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T9PpKjVENuuIVjIu5DwwMhRoqW1p64q_/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T9PpKjVENuuIVjIu5DwwMhRoqW1p64q_/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T9PpKjVENuuIVjIu5DwwMhRoqW1p64q_/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17vqx7ep5SbQphKH3mMz3QrxFeeXWXnrb/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17vqx7ep5SbQphKH3mMz3QrxFeeXWXnrb/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17vqx7ep5SbQphKH3mMz3QrxFeeXWXnrb/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17vqx7ep5SbQphKH3mMz3QrxFeeXWXnrb/view
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generally field work is car-
ried out during semester 
breaks which range from 4 
to 6 weeks. 

The extension of the dura-
tion will result in the 
change of the given cred-
its. For this issue, BoC will 
discuss it in the next revi-
sion of curriculum meeting 
and involve stakeholders 
and Himpunan Kimia Indo-
nesia (HKI, Indonesia 
Chemical Society) to ob-
tain more insight. 

9 Page 18 line 21 

UNDIP has established in-
ternational cooperation 
with several different uni-
versities and institutes. 
However, the students’ 
academic mobility in the 
biology and chemistry 
programmes is still low. As 
described in the Self-As-
sessment Report, in 2018, 
one student and in 2020 
two students participated 
in a research collaboration 
with Universiti Teknologi 
Malaysia. In addition, 
there are only a few inter-
national students. In 2018, 
4 students from Universiti 
Sabah Malaysia studied 
for one semester in the 
Chemistry Department, 
while in 2019, there was 

BOB. We agree that the 
students' academic mobil-
ity in the biology and 
chemistry programs is 
considered low. The cur-
rent low mobility of stu-
dents is likely due to the 
pandemic in the last 2 
years. In the future, we 
expect that there will be 
an increase in the number 
of student mobility. We 
noted that there was an 
increase in the number of 
student mobility which be-
gan to be shown in the 
odd semester 2021/2022 
as many as 4 students 
(IISMA, MBKM). And there 
was a significant increase 
in the even semester 
2021/2022 as many as 11 
candidates students (pro-
gram IISMA, MBKM). It is 
expected that in the com-

● BoB is committed to 
encouraging students 
to be more active in 
student mobility pro-
grams offered from 
both UNDIP and Na-
tional funding.  

● To realize this commit-
ment, BoB will increase 
cooperation with for-
eign institutions/uni-
versities to facilitate 
students to be involved 
in academic activities 
in the form of student 
exchange, sit-in pro-
grams, summer 
courses, credit transfer 
programs, joint de-
grees.  

● BoB believes that along 
with the increase in 
funding schemes pio-
neered nationally from 
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one student from Myan-
mar. 

ing year there will be an-
other increase in the num-
ber of students mobility, 
given the high interest of 
students to seek experi-
ence at universities 
abroad or also through sci-
entific competitions at the 
international level). 

the Ministry of Re-
search, Technology 
and Higher Education 
through student mobil-
ity programs, the num-
ber of BoB’s students 
involved in academic 
mobility will be in-
creased for the next 5 
years. 

 BOC. BoC will follow up on 
existing collaborations 
with researchers and insti-
tutions abroad to improve 
international mobility. The 
BoC will also encourage 
and provide information 
for students and teaching 
staffs to apply for various 
travel/mobility scholar-
ships in collaborative re-
search, internships or post-
doctoral programs, such as 
Indonesian International 
Student Mobility Awards 
(IISMA) provide by the 
Government of the Repub-
lic of Indonesia to fund In-
donesian students for mo-
bility program at top uni-
versities overseas, and 
other International Fund-
ing like SHARE (scholarship 
programme for intra-
ASEAN and ASEAN-EU mo-
bility), DAAD, ERASMUS, 
Mobukagakusho, etc. 

IISMA socialization pro-
vided by Undip. 

 

1
0 

Page 19 line 5 

UNDIP recognizes the 
courses taken by the stu-
dents outside university 

BOB. BoB continues to im-
prove efforts related to ac-
ademic mobility for stu-
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based on the comparabil-
ity of the intended learn-
ing outcomes. The peers 
consider this regulation 
sufficient. However, ac-
cording to the opinion of 
the peer group, the aca-
demic mobility of the stu-
dents should be further 
promoted 

dents through various pro-
gram platforms available 
from the Ministry of Re-
search, Technology and 
Higher Education, BRIN 
and Undip internally. Inter-
national exchange pro-
grams that students can 
participate in include 
IISMA, EU share, Re-
searcher/ Lecturer's inter-
national research collabo-
ration/publication project 
which involves students, 
summer course program. 

1
1 

(On page 19, 13) 

more places and better 
endowed scholarships for 
long and short-term stays 
abroad. 

BOB. To complement the 
needs of students in the in-
ternational mobility pro-
gram, in addition to partic-
ipants getting scholarships 
in accordance with the 
funding scheme, Undip 
also provides additional fi-
nancial support used for 
living allowances and local 
transport. In a funding 
scheme that is fully funded 
by internal Undip through 
the World Class University 
Programme, students will 
get full funding which can 
be used for tuition fees, liv-
ing allowance and re-
search. This is supported 
by legally explained in the 
SBU document (Undip 
General Fee Standard) 
number 27 year 2020. 

BOC. The response to this 
inquiry is the same as No. 9 

Link Document of the Un-
dip Rector’s Regulation 
number 27 of 2020 : 

(https://drive.google.com/
file/d/14bNoL6FPFrzxdFdo
32tA69ntLc8cYsMk/view?
usp=sharing)  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14bNoL6FPFrzxdFdo32tA69ntLc8cYsMk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14bNoL6FPFrzxdFdo32tA69ntLc8cYsMk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14bNoL6FPFrzxdFdo32tA69ntLc8cYsMk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14bNoL6FPFrzxdFdo32tA69ntLc8cYsMk/view?usp=sharing
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1
2 

(On page 19, paragraph 2, 
line 5 - 7 ) 

UNDIP can provide only 
limited travel grants, while 
the demand from stu-
dents is rising. The lack of 
financial support hinders 
students from joining the 
outgoing programs. 

Based on the Undip Rec-
tor’s Regulation number 
27 of 2020 concerning Uni-
versity General Cost Stand-
ards that Function as the 
Highest Limit for Students 
from Inside and from Out-
side Undip, it is stated in 
Appendix IV that in addi-
tion to airline tickets 
(travel cost), students are 
entitled to international in-
surance, accommodation 
per semester , living ex-
penses per semester, book 
allowance per semester, 
and visa applications.   

Link Document of the Un-
dip Rector’s Regulation 
number 27 of 2020 : 

(https://drive.google.com/
file/d/14bNoL6FPFrzxdFdo
32tA69ntLc8cYsMk/view?
usp=sharing) 

1
3 

(On page 19, line 19) 

increasing the effort to 
further internationalising 
UNDIP by establishing 
more international co-op-
erations and exchange 
programs and by offering 
more and better-endowed 
scholarships. In addition, 
the peers see that most of 
the faculty members have 
international contacts, 
which can be used for es-
tablishing more interna-
tional co-operations. It is 
also possible for students 
and teachers to apply to 
international organisa-
tions like ERASMUS or the 
German Academic Ex-
change Council (DAAD) for 
receiving funds for stays 
abroad. 

UNDIP have a scholarship 
offer scheme for foreign 
students/exchange stu-
dents who will study at Un-
dip. Undip provides ac-
commodation / dormitory 
and waiving tuition fees for 
foreign students through 
the Diponegoro Exchange 
Experience Program 
(DEEP). The International 
Office is the one who re-
sponsible for the offering 
and selecting candidates.  

In relation to international-
ization program efforts, 
RISTEK BRIN (National Re-
search Institution) and 
LPPM (Research and Public 
Community Service) Undip 
have a collaborative re-
search funding scheme for 
reputable international 

The official website can be 
seen at the link: 
https://io.un-
dip.ac.id/deep-2/ 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14bNoL6FPFrzxdFdo32tA69ntLc8cYsMk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14bNoL6FPFrzxdFdo32tA69ntLc8cYsMk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14bNoL6FPFrzxdFdo32tA69ntLc8cYsMk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14bNoL6FPFrzxdFdo32tA69ntLc8cYsMk/view?usp=sharing
https://io.undip.ac.id/deep-2/
https://io.undip.ac.id/deep-2/
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publications which re-
quires lecturers to have co-
operation with foreign in-
stitutions. it is possible for 
students to be involved. 
For international scheme 
available (Erasmus, DAAD, 
etc), BoB and BoC commit 
to apply these scheme to 
have more participants 
(students and lecturers). 

 Criterion 2.2   

1
4 

Page 20 line 17 

The peers point out that 
there can be no fixed con-
version rate between SKS 
and ECTS points, but the 
ECTS points need to be 
calculated separately for 
each course. This can be 
easily done by dividing the 
students' total workload, 
which is described in de-
tail in the respective mod-
ule description, by the 
number of hours that is re-
quired for one ECTS. 

BOB. Regarding the total 
hours for one credit (1 
credit), has been regulated 
in the rector's regulation 
no 3, year of 2022. Based 
on that regulation, the 
conversion 1 SKS is equiva-
lent to 1,5 ECTS. 

BOC. BoC will re-evaluate 
the actual workload as sug-
gested by Peers 

Document can be seen 
(page 23) on the following 
link : 
https://drive.google.com/f
ile/d/12K1czpARlvnS3bDR
5_YedhEJnen-
NAYVN/view?usp=sharing. 

1
5 

(On page 21, paragraph 1, 
line 1 - 6) 

 

In any case, UNDIP needs 
to verify the students' to-
tal workload and make 
sure that the actual work-
load and the awarded 
ECTS credits correspond 
with each other. This in-
formation should be made 
transparent in the module 

BOB. The rules regarding 
the conversion of ECTS and 
the division of 1 credit into  
actual in class lectures 
(face to face) , structured 
assignments and self-study 
have been included in 
module handbook, tran-
script and other docu-
ments as required. 

The total student workload 
of 1 credit consists of: 

Link for module handbook 

https://bio.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/v1/en/curricu-
lum/ 

 

Link for BoC Module hand-
book: 

http://tiny.cc/BoC_Mod-
ule_handbook  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12K1czpARlvnS3bDR5_YedhEJnenNAYVN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12K1czpARlvnS3bDR5_YedhEJnenNAYVN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12K1czpARlvnS3bDR5_YedhEJnenNAYVN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12K1czpARlvnS3bDR5_YedhEJnenNAYVN/view?usp=sharing
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/curriculum/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/curriculum/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/curriculum/
http://tiny.cc/BoC_Module_handbook
http://tiny.cc/BoC_Module_handbook
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descriptions and the study 
plans. The students' total 
workload (including the 
time needed for self-stud-
ies) needs to be deter-
mined and verified for 
each course separately. 
UNDIP should follow the 
procedure as described in 
the ECTS Users' Guide. 

● lectures (face to face) 
50 minutes 

● self-study 60 minutes 

● structured assignment 
60 minutes 

Based on the the Rector 
Decree no 3, year of 2022, 
1 credit = 1.5 ECTS 

BOC. BoC will re-evaluate 
the actual workload as sug-
gested by Peers 

 Criterion 2.3    

1
6 

(On page 21, line 27) 

 

The peers learn during the 
audit, that there is room 
for improvement in this 
area. For this reason, they 
recommend involving stu-
dents more in the lectures 
and introducing more stu-
dent-centered teaching, 
e.g. by offering more pro-
ject-based or team-ori-
ented forms of teaching 
and learning. In addition, 
it would be possible to in-
volve UNDIP's partners 
from the industry in de-
signing the projects. 

 

BOB. It's already in the RPS 
to carry out the teaching 
and learning process that 
involves students as learn-
ing centers (Student center 
learning). Moreover, It will 
be implemented teaching 
and learning processes 
based on project based 
learning or team-oriented 
form of teaching. Improve-
ment of the project-based 
teaching and learning pro-
cess in the form of collabo-
ration with industry will be 
carried out through intern-
ship programs and re-
search collaborations as 
well as joint mentoring for 
the final project. For in-
stance, the involvement of 
partners (Industry) has 
been carried out through 
the Matching Fund Ked-
aireka project in 2021 
which involved 120 stu-

 Some assignments of 
student's presentation, 
project, and articles: 
https://drive.google.co
m/drive/fold-
ers/1pCSAW6kCY-
OVfJAE9CiS-
cbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=s
haring) 

 Samples of students’ 
Certificates related to 
their participation in 
internship program 
collaborated with in-
dustry ( Matching Fund 
Kedaireka 2021) : 
https://drive.google.co
m/drive/fold-
ers/1fJV_Aw-
crcfULDLRcqGtKV2bCT
GWE0QiD?usp=shar-
ing)  

  

 

BoC have held a talk show 
by inviting alumni who are 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pCSAW6kCYOVfJAE9CiScbhcbtiw6G5E4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fJV_AwcrcfULDLRcqGtKV2bCTGWE0QiD?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fJV_AwcrcfULDLRcqGtKV2bCTGWE0QiD?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fJV_AwcrcfULDLRcqGtKV2bCTGWE0QiD?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fJV_AwcrcfULDLRcqGtKV2bCTGWE0QiD?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fJV_AwcrcfULDLRcqGtKV2bCTGWE0QiD?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fJV_AwcrcfULDLRcqGtKV2bCTGWE0QiD?usp=sharing
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dents including 35 BoB stu-
dents. Activities involving 
PT Rekayasa Agromarin In-
donesia (PT.RAI) include 
applied biological activi-
ties, especially modern aq-
uaculture applications and 
biomonitoring. 

BOC. BoC will involve more 
BoC partners in the learn-
ing process, e.g.: as guest 
lecturers or joining lecture, 
with project-based model 
to increase the student’s 
involvement in the lec-
tures. 

engaged in the ceramics in-
dustry, from this talk show 
we hope to increase coop-
eration between the BoC 
and industrial partners 
that can involve students 
in the learning process 

https://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/2021/09/started-
from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-
become-an-outstanding-
technopreneurship/  

 

 

Criteria 3. Exams: System, concept and organization 

General feedback : 

Bachelor of Biology Program (BoB) and Bachelor of Chemistry (BoC) appreciates and is 
grateful for the reviews from peers as a whole regarding Criteria 3. In general, we fully 
agree with comments from peers. On the system, concept and organisation, peers ex-
pressed overall satisfaction with the general quality of the samples from inspecting a 
sample of examination papers and Bachelor’s theses. However, BoB and BoC also high-
lighted several points that have been conveyed by peers who need clarification or further 
explanation. As some comments need to be addressed, our feedback in the form of fur-
ther explanation and supporting facts and links as well as a reviewed based action plan 
related to the explanation are written below. 

1
7 

Page 24 line 16 

Some courses allow stu-
dents, whose grades are 
still below the passing 
level, to improve their 
grades by repeating an 
exam (remedial). The stu-
dents are satisfied with 
this policy, but the peers 
point out that this process 

BOB. Module handbook 
for each course in BoB has 
included information on 
grading of the final project. 
It is stated in the handbook 
modul, that the grading of 
bachelor thesis /TA (TS) 
consists of 20% seminar 
proposal; 20% SHP; 60% 
thesis exam. 

The scoring points for each 
stage consist of: 

Link of Document Module 
handbook Final project : 

(https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1BjP8k8f5Q1qH8hEJ
5fo5LBj1a6eafCpe/view?u
sp=sharing)  

https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjP8k8f5Q1qH8hEJ5fo5LBj1a6eafCpe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjP8k8f5Q1qH8hEJ5fo5LBj1a6eafCpe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjP8k8f5Q1qH8hEJ5fo5LBj1a6eafCpe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjP8k8f5Q1qH8hEJ5fo5LBj1a6eafCpe/view?usp=sharing
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should be made transpar-
ent in the academic regu-
lations. 

a. presentation (use of 
aids, timing, explana-
tion of delivery), a max-
imum score of 25; 

b. writing (language and 
grammar), a maximum 
value of 10; 

c. research methods, a 
maximum value of 25; 

d. discussion (fluency, 
mastery of the mate-
rial), maximum score of 
35. 

BOC. Students have under-
stood the related policies 
and rules in the academic 
regulatory document (ex-
plicitly cited in rector regu-
lation no. 4 2020, article 35 
paragraph 4 points f and g, 
https://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/wp-content/up-
loads/2021/06/Regula-
tion-of-The-Rector-of-Uni-
versitas-Diponegoro-Num-
ber-4-of-2020-Academic-
Regulation-In-Education-
Field-For-Bachelors-De-
gree-Program-of-Universi-
tas-Diponegoro.pdf) and 
the teachers re-explain the 
rules at the beginning of 
the lecture. 

Evidence for academic reg-
ulation: 

https://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/wp-content/up-
loads/2021/06/Regula-
tion-of-The-Rector-of-Uni-
versitas-Diponegoro-Num-
ber-4-of-2020-Academic-
Regulation-In-Education-
Field-For-Bachelors-De-
gree-Program-of-Universi-
tas-Diponegoro.pdf 

1
8 

Page 25 line 16 

The grading for the final 
project (Bachelor’s thesis) 
is done differently in both 
programmes. In the biol-
ogy programme, the pro-
posal seminar and the pro-
ject result seminar each 

BOC. BoC revises the 
RPS/module handbook by 
completing the assess-
ment percentage which 
can be accessed at: 

(http://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/wp-content/up-

Evidence for Research pro-
ject 1: 
http://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/wp-content/up-
loads/2022/04/Research-
Project-1-Chemical-Experi-
mentation.pdf  

 

https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Regulation-of-The-Rector-of-Universitas-Diponegoro-Number-4-of-2020-Academic-Regulation-In-Education-Field-For-Bachelors-Degree-Program-of-Universitas-Diponegoro.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Modul_Research-Project-2-Thesis-revisi.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Modul_Research-Project-2-Thesis-revisi.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Research-Project-1-Chemical-Experimentation.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Research-Project-1-Chemical-Experimentation.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Research-Project-1-Chemical-Experimentation.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Research-Project-1-Chemical-Experimentation.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Research-Project-1-Chemical-Experimentation.pdf
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contribute 20% to the final 
grade, while the final re-
port has a weight of 60%. 
In the chemistry pro-
gramme, the oral defence 
contributes 70 % and the 
final report 30% to the 
grade (Research Project 
2). The peers point out 
that this information 
needs to be made trans-
parent in the respective 
module description.  

The peers also inspect a 
sample of examination pa-
pers and Bachelor’s theses 
and are overall satisfied 
with the general quality of 
the samples.  

loads/2022/04/Modul_Re-
search-Project-2-Thesis-
revisi.pdf)  

The grading for Research 
Project I globally covers 
outline (15%), experimen-
tation (65%), Progress re-
ports (15%), and report 
(5%). Grading for TR II as 
stated in the Research Pro-
ject Assessment Form in-
cludes 

I. Thesis (30 %), consists of 
a. Language and Format 
(10 %) 
b. Substance (20%) 
II. Presentation (20%) con-
sists of 
a. Idea communication de-
sign (10%) 
b. Scientific languages (5%) 
c. Attitude (5%) 
III. Discussion (50%) 
a. Material Mastery (30%) 
b. Analytical Ability (10%) 
c. Mastery of Supporting 
Knowledge (10%) 

The first item is the final re-
port (30%) and the second 
one as the oral defence 
(70%). It is clear, the com-
position contributes to the 
final grade of Research 
Project 2. As suggested, 
this scheme is made trans-
parent in the respective 
module description. 
(https://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/research-project-
2-tr2/) 

Evidence for Research Pro-
ject 2: 

http://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/wp-content/up-
loads/2022/04/Modul_Re-
search-Project-2-Thesis-
revisi.pdf 

http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Modul_Research-Project-2-Thesis-revisi.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Modul_Research-Project-2-Thesis-revisi.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Modul_Research-Project-2-Thesis-revisi.pdf
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/research-project-2-tr2/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/research-project-2-tr2/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/research-project-2-tr2/
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Modul_Research-Project-2-Thesis-revisi.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Modul_Research-Project-2-Thesis-revisi.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Modul_Research-Project-2-Thesis-revisi.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Modul_Research-Project-2-Thesis-revisi.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Modul_Research-Project-2-Thesis-revisi.pdf
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Criteria 4. Resources 

General feedback : 

Bachelor of Biology Program (BoB) and Bachelor of Chemistry (BoC) appreciates and is 
grateful for the reviews from peers as a whole regarding Criteria 4. In general, we fully 
agree with comments from peers. We are pleased to have confirmation from the peers 
based on the document that the composition, scientific orientation and qualification of 
the teaching staff are suitable for successfully implementing and sustaining the degree 
program. Furthermore, it is noted that the peers are impressed by the excellent and 
open-minded atmosphere among the students and the staff members, as this atmos-
phere of understanding and support is one of the strong points of the BoB and BoC de-
gree programme. Furthermore, the peers confirm that UNDIP offers sufficient support 
mechanisms and opportunities for members of the teaching staff who wish for further 
developing their professional and teaching skills. However, BoB and BoC also highlighted 
several points that have been conveyed by peers who need clarification or further expla-
nation. In response to some comments from the peers that need to be addressed, our 
feedback in the form of further explanation and supporting facts and links as well as a 
reviewed based action plan related to the explanation are written below. 

 Criterion 4.1   

1
9 

Page 26 line 12 

All fulltime members of 
the teaching staff are 
obliged to be involved in 
(1) teaching/advising, (2) 
research, and (3) commu-
nity service. However, the 
workload can be distrib-
uted differently between 
the three areas from 
teacher to teacher.  

BOC. At the beginning of 
each semester, through a 
meeting of the BoC, it is 
decided the distribution of 
lecturers of courses ac-
cording to the expertise of 
each lecturer. The distribu-
tion of teaching load is at-
tempted to be even, gen-
erally each lecturer gets 6 
to 9 SKS. 

For research, the Faculty of 
Science and Mathematics 
provides research fundings 
to all lecturers. Each lec-
turer is part of a group of 3-
4 lecturers to work on a re-
search project for one 
year. This allows each lec-
turer to develop their re-
search. In addition to funds 
from the Faculty, there are 

BoC always holds regular 
meetings at the beginning 
of the semester to 
distribute the teaching 
load so that it is evenly 
distributed and in 
accordance with the field 
of expertise 
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still several grants pro-
vided by the government 
and Diponegoro University 
which are given on a com-
petitive basis. This will en-
courage lecturers to com-
pete to further develop 
their research. 

Meanwhile, in the field of 
community service, there 
are three areas of study, 
which are the empower-
ment and strengthening of 
chemical-based home in-
dustries, strengthening the 
understanding and appli-
cation of chemistry in the 
community, as well as em-
powering and restoring the 
environment by applying 
green chemistry. The Fac-
ulty of Science and Mathe-
matics also provides fund-
ing facilities for community 
service activities, so that all 
lecturers have the oppor-
tunity to carry out this pro-
gram. As with research, 
there are several grants 
provided by the govern-
ment and Diponegoro Uni-
versity for community ser-
vice programs. 

2
0 

Page 29 line 10 

The basic technical equip-
ment for teaching the stu-
dents is available, alt-
hough it is not state of the 
art, especially in the 
teaching laboratories. On 

BOB. The Outdated instru-
ments are still maintained, 
because study programs 
still need to meet the ser-
vice needs for students. 
These instruments are cali-
brated every year and can 
still be used. At the same 

Link of document : 

1. Instrumen procure-
ment 
(https://drive.google.c
om/file/d/1PSKOO90L
mK5VD76z0pK0dk2Dm

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PSKOO90LmK5VD76z0pK0dk2DmAth55Mn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PSKOO90LmK5VD76z0pK0dk2DmAth55Mn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PSKOO90LmK5VD76z0pK0dk2DmAth55Mn/view?usp=sharing
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the other hand, the re-
search labs are well 
equipped with modern in-
struments. The students 
confirm during the discus-
sion with the peers that, in 
general, they are satisfied 
with the available equip-
ment, but several instru-
ments are outdated. 
Moreover, the peers learn 
during the audit that stu-
dents can use and operate 
the instruments in the la-
boratories by themselves 
after being trained and in-
structed by either senior 
students or lab techni-
cians. Each laboratory has 
a lab supervisor; in addi-
tion, there are several sen-
ior students, who work as 
lab assistants. 

time, BoB has budgeted for 
the procurement of new 
tools to update equipment 
to meet student needs, so 
that in the next 5 years, 
outdated learning support 
instruments will be re-
placed with new ones. As 
additional information, the 
University also allocates a 
budget for the procure-
ment of the latest and ad-
vanced equipment which 
are placed in an integrated 
laboratory. This equip-
ment can also be used by 
students, especially when 
carrying out bachelor the-
sis research. The procure-
ment for new instruments 
is conducted every year. 

Ath55Mn/view?usp=s
haring)  

2. maintenance 
(https://drive.google.c
om/file/d/1Ff_AmxNyI
4umU0hPuDxo-
jRWRET_2-
n0T/view?usp=sharing 
)  

3. Calibration documents 
(https://drive.google.c
om/file/d/1rQyG-
M8hot-
DgR0c1qpxTckFmm0JS
WqVc/view?usp=sha-
ring) 

BOC. We are aware that 
some of the equipment es-
pecially the high-tech 
equipment is out of date. 
Procurement of new goods 
is of course generally un-
derstood to require large 
funding. As part of its com-
mitment to become an in-
ternationally accredited 
university, starting in 2022, 
Diponegoro University will 
make improvements by 
making a program to pro-
cure facilities and instru-
ments for student learn-
ing. Currently we have sub-
mitted a proposal for 
equipment procurement 
to the University. 

The new instrument Cary 
630 FT-IR Spectrometer  
obtained by BoC. 

 

The new instrument Cary 
Eclipse Fluorescence 
Spectrometer obtained by 
BoC. 

 

 

BoC also complete manual 
procedures for all instru-
ments in the laboratory. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PSKOO90LmK5VD76z0pK0dk2DmAth55Mn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PSKOO90LmK5VD76z0pK0dk2DmAth55Mn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PSKOO90LmK5VD76z0pK0dk2DmAth55Mn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ff_AmxNyI4umU0hPuDxojRWRET_2-n0T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ff_AmxNyI4umU0hPuDxojRWRET_2-n0T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ff_AmxNyI4umU0hPuDxojRWRET_2-n0T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ff_AmxNyI4umU0hPuDxojRWRET_2-n0T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ff_AmxNyI4umU0hPuDxojRWRET_2-n0T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rQyG-M8hotDgR0c1qpxTckFmm0JSWqVc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rQyG-M8hotDgR0c1qpxTckFmm0JSWqVc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rQyG-M8hotDgR0c1qpxTckFmm0JSWqVc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rQyG-M8hotDgR0c1qpxTckFmm0JSWqVc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rQyG-M8hotDgR0c1qpxTckFmm0JSWqVc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rQyG-M8hotDgR0c1qpxTckFmm0JSWqVc/view?usp=sharing
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The Faculty of Science and 
Mathematics has also in-
tensified financial assis-
tance for equipment pro-
curement. As a manifesta-
tion of this, in March 2022, 
the BoC has obtained a 
new FTIR-ATR. 

We are committed to im-
proving education and re-
search equipment and in-
frastructure, especially 
those that are basic and 
routine needs. 

2
1 

Page 29 line 19 

Nevertheless, it is difficult 
for the peers to assess the 
extent of the safety 
measures based on the 
videos and the discussions 
alone. Only some labora-
tories are shown in the vid-
eos and especially the 
scope and design of the 
safety standards remain 
unclear (material and sur-
face quality of the working 
benches, safety goggles, 
gloves, eye showers, fire 
extinguishers, emergency 
exits, chemical-proof cabi-
nets, first-aid kits, fume 
hoods, waste manage-
ment, and ventilation sys-
tem). For this reason, the 
peers point out that it is 
necessary to verify that 
the safety measures are 
strictly followed in the labs 

BOB. BoB provides stand-
ard laboratory safety rules 
for researchers and stu-
dents in the six main labor-
atories available, espe-
cially laboratories that use 
hazardous materials or 
processes. These safety in-
struments including safety 
goggles, gloves, eye show-
ers, fire extinguishers, are 
already available. Safety 
rules include behavior hy-
giene and safety infor-
mation to avoid accidents 
are already available too. 
The emergency exit route 
is also provided and in-
formed to students. Signs 
for hazardous materials 
and hazardous equipment 
are also available. 

All tools in the laboratory 
are equipped with stand-
ard operating procedures. 
The laboratory has been 

Examples of safety instru-
ments ad emergency exit 
route and fire extinguish-
ers:  

● Smoke Detectors 

  

● emergency exit route 
and fire extinguishers 
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by all persons and to ex-
plain in detail, what safety 
measures are in place. The 
peers understand that stu-
dents receive safety in-
structions at the begin-
ning of every laboratory 
class, but it is also neces-
sary that all persons fol-
low these instructions. 

equipped with smoke de-
tectors as a warning sign of 
danger. The laboratory 
building is equipped with 
evacuation routes and 
emergency stairs. Routine 
monitoring of all functional 
laboratory facilities by 
officers. 

BOC. Thank you for the 
feedback provided. We are 
aware of this. We have 
been and are currently 
making improvements to 
laboratory safety equip-
ment through university 
and faculty funding. Some 
of the things mentioned, 
such as safety goggles, 
gloves, fire extinguishers, 
emergency exits, first-aid 
kits, fume hoods are avail-
able. We still need to im-
prove the material and sur-
face quality of the working 
benches, eye showers, fire 
extinguishers, chemical-
proof cabinets, waste 
management, and ventila-
tion systems. It is the com-
mitment of University and 
Faculty leaders to improve 
safety facilities. 

2
2 

(On page 29, paragraph 5, 
line 1 - 5) 

 

Moreover, the peers em-
phasize that all students 
need to have the oppor-

BOB. Regarding the practi-
cum model, BoB has con-
sidered that the group of 
students in conducting ex-
periment and laboratory 
work is possible to be re-
duced and limited only to 2 
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tunity to get hands-on ex-
perience with chemicals 
and carrying out labora-
tory experiments. For this 
reason, the number of stu-
dents conducting one ex-
periment should be re-
duced. In order to gain suf-
ficient practical experi-
ence in the laboratories, 
groups conducting one ex-
periment should be lim-
ited to 2 to 3 students. 

to 3 students. Some lab ac-
tivity already implemented 
the group with 2 to 3 stu-
dents. In practice, each 
student in each group 
worked on all stages of the 
experiment. Student mas-
tery of practicum material 
is proven through personal 
evaluation and guided by a 
practicum assistant. 

BOC. The response to this 
inquiry is the same as No. 5 

2
3 

Page 30 line 1 

In addition, teachers and 
students can use the facil-
ities of UNDIP’s central la-
boratory. Here, more so-
phisticated instruments 
(e.g., Atomic Force Micro-
scope, X-Ray Diffraction, 
Gas Chromatographer, 
Mass Spectrometer, and 
Laser Particle Size Ana-
lyzer) are available and lab 
technicians are present to 
operate them. Teachers 
have to apply for using the 
facilities and are charged 
for the provided services. 
If some sophisticated in-
struments are not availa-
ble at UNDIP for example 
in the area of molecular 
biology or genetics, the 
teachers use their interna-
tional and national con-
tacts and collaborations to 
receive support, e.g., by 

All lecturers and students 
can access the instruments 
in the UNDIP integrated la-
boratory. It's just that to 
maintain a lifetime, the op-
eration of the instrument 
is carried out by trained 
personnel 

Evidence for service in UPT 
laboratory: https://lab-
terpadu.un-
dip.ac.id/daftar-ruang-
lingkup-layanan-pen-
gujian-analisis/   

https://labterpadu.undip.ac.id/daftar-ruang-lingkup-layanan-pengujian-analisis/
https://labterpadu.undip.ac.id/daftar-ruang-lingkup-layanan-pengujian-analisis/
https://labterpadu.undip.ac.id/daftar-ruang-lingkup-layanan-pengujian-analisis/
https://labterpadu.undip.ac.id/daftar-ruang-lingkup-layanan-pengujian-analisis/
https://labterpadu.undip.ac.id/daftar-ruang-lingkup-layanan-pengujian-analisis/
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analyzing samples for 
them 

Criteria 5. Transparency and documentation 

General feedback : 

Bachelor of Biology Program (BoB) and Bachelor of Chemistry (BoC) appreciates and is 
grateful for the reviews from peers as a whole regarding Criteria 5. In general, we fully 
agree with comments from peers. We notice that the peers found that the rights and 
duties of both UNDIP and the students are clearly defined and binding, as well as rules 
and regulations are published on the university’s Indonesian website, so that the stu-
dents receive all relevant course material in the language of the degree program at the 
beginning of each semester. We also notice some issues in the Criteria 5 emphasized by 
the peers that need to have more explanation, including issues on color-vision and deaf-
ness that are no longer important abilities even in laboratories, as modern tools and 
technology are available nowadays. Another issue is on the calculation of the students’ 
total workload and the conversion into ECTS points. Therefore, our feedback in the form 
of further explanation and supporting facts and links as well as a reviewed based action 
plan related to the explanation are written below. 

 Criterion 5.1   

2
4 

Page 31 line 1 

After studying the module 
descriptions, the peers 
see that the module de-
scriptions do not always 
make transparent, how 
each exam contributes to 
the final grade and what 
kind of exam is required 
(e.g. for the final project). 
The module description of 
the final project must in-
clude the information 
about the composition of 
the final grade and how 
the different exams (re-
port, presentation, and 
discussion) contribute to 
it. 

BOB. BoB considers it im-
portant to make the neces-
sary revisions related to a 
more transparent descrip-
tion for the final grade. The 
description modules have 
been completed with in-
formation related to the 
composition of the final 
grade.  

a. The scoring points for 
each stage consist of: 
a) Presentation (use of 
aids, timing, explana-
tion of delivery), a max-
imum score of 25; 

b. Writing (language and 
grammar), a maximum 
value of 10; 

Link of Document Module 
handbook Final project : 

(https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1BjP8k8f5Q1qH8hEJ
5fo5LBj1a6eafCpe/view?u
sp=sharing)  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjP8k8f5Q1qH8hEJ5fo5LBj1a6eafCpe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjP8k8f5Q1qH8hEJ5fo5LBj1a6eafCpe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjP8k8f5Q1qH8hEJ5fo5LBj1a6eafCpe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BjP8k8f5Q1qH8hEJ5fo5LBj1a6eafCpe/view?usp=sharing
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c. Research methods, a 
maximum value of 25; 

d. Discussion (fluency, 
mastery of the mate-
rial), maximum score 
of 35. 

BOC. The final assessment 
comes from several com-
ponents, which include 
10% of quiz scores, 20% of 
assignment scores, 35% of 
mid-term exam scores and 
35% of end-of-semester 
exam scores. For problem-
based learning courses, 
the proportion of assign-
ment scores is higher, up 
to 50%. 

Specifically for research 
project, the assessment is 
carried out by looking at 
the entire process of the fi-
nal project in the form of 
research in the laboratory 
to the trial of the final pro-
ject exam, where the as-
sessment is recapitulated 
in the minutes of the final 
project exam. 

Thank you for the feed-
back. We revised the mod-
ule handbook related to 
the final project. 

The detailed explanation 
for this question has been 
answered in question 18 

Page 31 line 5 BOB. related to the total 
workload and conversion 

Rector’s Decree No 3 year 
2022 : 
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2
5 

the calculation of the stu-
dents' total workload and 
the conversion into ECTS 
points is not transparent 
and consistent. For exam-
ple the course “Basic Biol-
ogy I” has 125 hours of 
students' workload and 
4.8 ECTS points are 
awarded. This should be 5 
ECTS points. In the course 
“Biochemistry”, the stu-
dents' workload is 165 
hours and 6.4 ECTS points 
are awarded. This should 
be 6.6 ECTS points, if 25 
hours per ECTS point are 
calculated. Moreover, UN-
DIP needs to define in an 
official regulation how 
many hours of students' 
total workload are re-
quired for one ECTS point 
and make that infor-
mation transparent. This 
issue is also discussed un-
der criterion 2.2.  

to ECTS BoB has re-calcu-
lated and adjusted to Rec-
tor Decree about ECTS con-
version. 

The division of total credit 
hours consisting of face-to-
face, independent work 
and structured assign-
ments has been rear-
ranged in a transparent 
manner. 

Furthermore, we are 
pleased to inform you that 
the official regulation re-
lated to the conversion of 
the total workload to the 
ECTS system has been for-
mally made legal in the 
form of a Rector's Decree. 

(Rector Decree number 3 
year 2022) 

https://drive.google.com/f
ile/d/12K1czpARlvnS3bDR
5_YedhEJnen-
NAYVN/view?usp=sharing 

BOC. The response to this 
inquiry is the same as No. 
14 

We fixed ECTS on the 
handbook and RPS module 
on the website 

2
6 

Page 31 line 14 

all module descriptions 
should include current lit-
erature references . 

BOB. As the advice, the lat-
est literature included in all 
module handbooks has 
been done. 

BOC. Thank you for your 
feedback. We revised the 
handbook module regard-
ing the references used 

Link of revised version of 
module handbooks : Cur-
riculum | Biologi FSM (un-
dip.ac.id) 

2
7 

Page 31 line 24 BOB. As peers’ advice, the 
transcript will be accompa-

Link of Sample Academic 
Transcripts with ECTS :  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12K1czpARlvnS3bDR5_YedhEJnenNAYVN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12K1czpARlvnS3bDR5_YedhEJnenNAYVN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12K1czpARlvnS3bDR5_YedhEJnenNAYVN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12K1czpARlvnS3bDR5_YedhEJnenNAYVN/view?usp=sharing
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/curriculum/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/curriculum/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/curriculum/
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The Diploma Supplement 
and the Transcript of Rec-
ords contain almost all 
necessary information 
about the respective de-
gree programme. How-
ever, some information 
should be added. The 
Transcript of Records 
should also list the ac-
quired ECTS points of each 
course and how many 
ECTS points are awarded 
for whole degree pro-
gramme. The Diploma 
Supplement should also 
include statistical data 
about the distribution of 
final grade according to 
the ECTS Users’ Guide. 
This allows the reader to 
categorise the individual 
result. 

nied by an ECTS conver-
sion. In this case, the Inter-
national Office (KUI) will is-
sue a non-degree aca-
demic transcript that has 
included the ECTS conver-
sion. For official Degree Ac-
ademic Transcripts, BoB 
will submit to the FSM 
Dean to be officially rati-
fied. This policy is carried 
out through a university 
leadership meeting involv-
ing the academic dean and 
vice dean. 

As peers’ advice, the Di-
ploma Supplements (SKPI) 
will be equipped with sta-
tistical data on the distri-
bution of the final score 
and adjusted to the guide-
lines for the use of ECTS. 

https://drive.google.com/f
ile/d/13uWmvnI-
uMhVXYDRYr75D04JkiU2V
FqMg/view?usp=sharing 

Link of Sample Diploma 
Supplements (SKPI) : 

https://drive.google.com/f
ile/d/14YfaGRrnKi-
WbFkX3tFBFYxC5XYSDQg
Gy/view?usp=sharing 

BOC. This is related to the 
Rector of Diponegoro Uni-
versity Regulation No. 3 of 
2022 regarding diploma 
supplement, which was 
just issued. 

The format of academic 
transcripts and diploma-
supplements equipped 
with ECTS, statistical data 
about the distribution of fi-
nal grades will be imple-
mented in the upcoming 
graduation period. 

Evidence of Rector Regula-
tion for Diploma Supple-
ment: 

http://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/wp-content/up-
loads/2022/04/RECTOR-
REGULATION-DIPLOMA-
SUPPLEMENT.pdf 

Evidence of Academic 
Transcripts with ECTS and 
Diploma Supplement of 
Chemistry: 

http://tiny.cc/Tran-
script_Diploma_BoC  

    

Page 32, line 16 BOB. BoB has taken into 
account input from Peers 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13uWmvnIuMhVXYDRYr75D04JkiU2VFqMg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13uWmvnIuMhVXYDRYr75D04JkiU2VFqMg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13uWmvnIuMhVXYDRYr75D04JkiU2VFqMg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13uWmvnIuMhVXYDRYr75D04JkiU2VFqMg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14YfaGRrnKiWbFkX3tFBFYxC5XYSDQgGy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14YfaGRrnKiWbFkX3tFBFYxC5XYSDQgGy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14YfaGRrnKiWbFkX3tFBFYxC5XYSDQgGy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14YfaGRrnKiWbFkX3tFBFYxC5XYSDQgGy/view?usp=sharing
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/RECTOR-REGULATION-DIPLOMA-SUPPLEMENT.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/RECTOR-REGULATION-DIPLOMA-SUPPLEMENT.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/RECTOR-REGULATION-DIPLOMA-SUPPLEMENT.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/RECTOR-REGULATION-DIPLOMA-SUPPLEMENT.pdf
http://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/RECTOR-REGULATION-DIPLOMA-SUPPLEMENT.pdf
http://tiny.cc/Transcript_Diploma_BoC
http://tiny.cc/Transcript_Diploma_BoC
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2
8 

The peers emphasize that 
with modern tools and 
technology, color-vision 
and deafness are no 
longer important abilities 
even in laboratories. Re-
garding the study pro-
grams at hand, it is even 
less of an issue as the ex-
periments are conducted 
in groups and the color-
blindness or disability of 
one student can be easily 
compensated by the other 
group members. Hence, 
they consider such an ad-
mission criterion too re-
strictive and expect UNDIP 
to change it . 

related to Color Blindness 
policy, therefore BoB will 
coordinate or propose this 
issue to the Faculty to issue 
a decree related to Color 
Blindness and Deafness 
policy for new students to 
be eliminated. Regarding 
this issue, BoB will propose 
to the Dean of FSM to ad-
dress the issue to be imple-
mented. BoB expects that 
this regulation may be im-
plemented soon deter-
mined by the Rector 
through an official meeting 
of university’s leaders. 

BOC. Thank you for the 
feedback from peers. We 
agree with peers and will 
communicate this with the 
admissions department. 
We will revise the require-
ments so that students 
with disabilities of color 
blindness and deafness can 
enroll in the BoC 

 

Criteria 6. Quality management: quality assessment and development 

General feedback : 

Bachelor of Biology Program (BoB) and Bachelor of Chemistry (BoC)appreciates and is 
grateful for the reviews from peers as a whole regarding Criteria 6. In general, we fully 
agree with comments from peers. Some positive comments from the peers are really 
appreciated, such as the peers gaining the impression that the Departments take the 
students’ feedback seriously and changes are made if necessary. Furthermore, the peers 
confirm that the quality management system at UNDIP is suitable to identify weaknesses 
and to improve the degree programs, with some notes that have to be followed up. Some 
issues in this criterion may include the results of the questionnaires and the lecturers 
that have to be discussed with respective students for improvements in the course. An-
other issue is on representation of the students in the university’s boards to be able to 
get involved in the decision-making processes. Furthermore, beside general satisfaction 
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with the qualification profile of the employers, issues on more involvement of the em-
ployers in the form of activities such as guest lecturers on current developments in the 
respective area, introducing more project-oriented teaching, and prolonging the intern-
ship (work practice) are taken into account by BoB and BoC. Finally, the recommenda-
tions of the employers in establishing an academic advisory board is a very good idea for 
us to apply. Therefore, our feedback in the form of further explanation and supporting 
facts and links as well as a reviewed based action plan related to the explanation are 
written below. 

2
9 

Page 33 line 29 

The peers gain the impres-
sion that the Departments 
take the students’ feed-
back seriously and 
changes are made if nec-
essary. Nevertheless, the 
peers see that the results 
of the course question-
naires are not discussed 
directly with the students. 
Consequently, the peers 
expect UNDIP to inform 
students about the results 
of the questionnaires and 
the teachers should dis-
cuss with them about pos-
sible improvements in the 
respective course. The 
feedback loops need to be 
closed. 

BOB. Management at the 
Bachelor of Biology (BoB) 
has a system that allows 
students to provide criti-
cism/suggestions related 
to course administration 
(aspects of teaching mate-
rials, suitability of material 
with exams, how lecturers 
deliver material, etc.) 
through the online system 
that has been provided. 
This mechanism is carried 
out periodically and meas-
ured at the end of each se-
mester. As for the sum-
mary of student feedback, 
internal coordination is 
carried out to discuss and 
find solutions to problems 
by the Quality Assurance 
Team (GPM), which is then 
reported to the Head of 
the Study Program and if 
necessary, discussed di-
rectly with the lecturer in 
charge of the course. The 
results of internal discus-
sions were conveyed to 
students through an aca-
demic dialogue forum at-
tended by faculties, de-
partments and BoB leaders 

The link can be accessed by 
students via Quality Assur-
ance Assesment | Biologi 
FSM (undip.ac.id) 

https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/quality-assurance-assesment/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/quality-assurance-assesment/
https://bio.fsm.undip.ac.id/v1/en/quality-assurance-assesment/
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N
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Supporting facts/docu-
ments/link & reviewed 

based action plan 

to convey BoB's commit-
ment to improving the 
quality of teaching. In dia-
logue forums, students are 
given the freedom to ex-
press their opinions for the 
improving the teaching 
system in the future. 

BOC. The delivery of the 
results of the question-
naire to students is carried 
out by the quality assur-
ance team to ensure that 
their feedback is meaning-
ful and further processed 
to improve the quality of 
learning. 

BoC will be committed to 
conveying the survey re-
sults to Lecturers and Stu-
dents so that both parties 
can discuss with each 
other. 

In addition, BoC provides a 
routine academic dialogue 
at the beginning of the se-
mester involving adminis-
trators, students, lecturers 
and faculty leaders where 
students can make sugges-
tions to improve the qual-
ity of learning. 

BoC Questionnaire result 
that will be delivered to all 
students and lecturers: 

http://tiny.cc/BoC_Ques-
tionnaire_result  

 

The evidence of academic 
dialogue: 

https://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/2021/08/chemis-
try-dialogue-2021/  

 

 

3
0 

Page 34 line 1 

Moreover, students con-
firm during the audit that 
they are not represented 
in the university’s boards 
– with the exception of the 
Board of Trustees on uni-
versity level - and, thus, 

BOB.  In the formal meet-
ing of the Board of Trus-
tees at the university level, 
student representatives 
have become part of the 
members through the Stat-
ute of Universitas Dipone-

Link of document the Stat-
ute of Universitas Dipone-
goro (Government Regula-
tion of The Republic of In-
donesia Number 52 of 
2015, Page 21, Article 31) :  

(https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1BmV1yl3UrNvg5Xt

http://tiny.cc/BoC_Questionnaire_result
http://tiny.cc/BoC_Questionnaire_result
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/08/chemistry-dialogue-2021/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/08/chemistry-dialogue-2021/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/08/chemistry-dialogue-2021/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BmV1yl3UrNvg5Xt4Yd7tL4sL4ZpGuSEo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BmV1yl3UrNvg5Xt4Yd7tL4sL4ZpGuSEo/view?usp=sharing
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are not directly involved in 
the decision-making pro-
cesses. The peers are con-
vinced that it would be 
very useful to have stu-
dent members in the dif-
ferent boards. For this rea-
son, they recommend that 
student representatives 
should be members of 
boards at UNDIP (at least 
on programme and faculty 
level) and be actively in-
volved in the decision-
making processes for fur-
ther developing the de-
gree programmes. 

goro (Government Regula-
tion of The Republic of In-
donesia Number 52 of 
2015). 

Therefore, student repre-
sentatives are given the 
opportunity to be directly 
involved in the decision-
making process related to 
academic activities. 

In addition, students can 
convey ideas freely 
through student organiza-
tions and academic dia-
logue forums which are at-
tended by BoB leaders, 
and faculties. Ideas or aspi-
rations will be considered 
and become an important 
component in improving 
the learning process in the 
future. At the faculty level, 
there are the Student Exec-
utive Board (BEM) and the 
student SENAT. They are 
directly involved in official 
agendas, such as Dean se-
lection, Tuition fee policy, 
Evaluation of teaching and 
learning process, facilities 
and infrastructure. In their 
activities, BEM and SENAT 
are also given the oppor-
tunity to have direct dia-
logue with the head of the 
faculty/study program 

4Yd7tL4sL4ZpGuSEo/view
?usp=sharing) 

 

Link of document : 

1. Students are in-
volved in tuition 
fee policy 

(https://drive.goog
le.com/file/d/14b-
vUSp4bbihhonZ-
BXIMMK7itouccqci
/view?usp=shar-
ing)  

2. Student are in-
volved in Evalua-
tion of teaching 
and learning pro-
cess 

(https://drive.goog
le.com/drive/fold-
ers/1PZkPMNCYsn
Rvri8AgpNieSWr-
NeYaSlEN?usp=sha
ring)  

BOC.  In the Department, 
there is a chemistry stu-
dent association and in the 
Faculty, there is a Badan 
Eksekutif Mahasiswa 

Official account for BEM 
FSM UNDIP: 

https://linktr.ee/bemfs-
mundip  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BmV1yl3UrNvg5Xt4Yd7tL4sL4ZpGuSEo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BmV1yl3UrNvg5Xt4Yd7tL4sL4ZpGuSEo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14b-vUSp4bbihhonZBXIMMK7itouccqci/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14b-vUSp4bbihhonZBXIMMK7itouccqci/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14b-vUSp4bbihhonZBXIMMK7itouccqci/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14b-vUSp4bbihhonZBXIMMK7itouccqci/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14b-vUSp4bbihhonZBXIMMK7itouccqci/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14b-vUSp4bbihhonZBXIMMK7itouccqci/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PZkPMNCYsnRvri8AgpNieSWrNeYaSlEN?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PZkPMNCYsnRvri8AgpNieSWrNeYaSlEN?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PZkPMNCYsnRvri8AgpNieSWrNeYaSlEN?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PZkPMNCYsnRvri8AgpNieSWrNeYaSlEN?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PZkPMNCYsnRvri8AgpNieSWrNeYaSlEN?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PZkPMNCYsnRvri8AgpNieSWrNeYaSlEN?usp=sharing
https://linktr.ee/bemfsmundip
https://linktr.ee/bemfsmundip
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(BEM/Student Executive 
Body). We are committed 
to involve students more in 
decision making processes. 

3
1 

Page 34 line 12 

During the audit, the em-
ployers express their gen-
eral satisfaction with the 
qualification profile. They 
just recommend inviting 
more guest lecturers from 
the industry to give lec-
tures on current develop-
ments in the respective 
area, introducing more 
project-oriented teaching, 
and prolonging the intern-
ship (work practise). This 
is also discussed under cri-
teria 2.1. 

BOC. The Department of 
Chemistry annually holds a 
Public Lecture or Guest 
Lecture filled with Industry 
practitioners to give lec-
tures on the latest devel-
opments in the field of 
Chemistry in the industry. 
BoC commits to increase 
the frequency of these 
guest lectures. 

The alumni coordinator of-
ten invites alumni who 
work in various sectors to 
provide information on the 
development of chemistry 
in the industrial world, the 
industry in which they 
work as well as tips for suc-
cessful work in the Indus-
try. 

The Bachelor of Chemistry 
has actually increased the 
workload in the field work 
course from 1 SKS in the 
previous curriculum to 2 
SKS in the current curricu-
lum. 

We believe that this work-
load is adequate because 
generally field work is car-
ried out during semester 
breaks which range from 4 
to 6 weeks. 

The evidence of Public Lec-
ture or Guest Lecture filled 
with Industry practitioners 
to give lectures on the lat-
est developments in the 
field of Chemistry in the in-
dustry: 

• https://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/2021/09/starte
d-from-a-thesis-bache-
lor-to-become-an-out-
standing-technopreneur-
ship/ 

• https://kimia.fsm.un-
dip.ac.id/2022/03/schol-
arship-hunters/  

https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2021/09/started-from-a-thesis-bachelor-to-become-an-outstanding-technopreneurship/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2022/03/scholarship-hunters/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2022/03/scholarship-hunters/
https://kimia.fsm.undip.ac.id/2022/03/scholarship-hunters/
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3
2 

Page 34, line 27) 

recommend establishing 
an academic advisory 
board at each depart-
ment. The advisory board 
should consist of a group 
of professionals, employ-
ers, and experts of the rel-
evant fields from outside 
the university (e.g. compa-
nies and governmental in-
stitutions). 

BOB. Considering the im-
portance of obtaining in-
formation from stakehold-
ers, especially the indus-
trial world on the quality or 
competence of graduates, 
the BoB views the im-
portance of suggestions 
from peers to form an aca-
demic advisory board at 
the Department level. As 
for what has been done so 
far, BoB regularly invites 
stakeholders at every an-
nual anniversary event 
where this activity is filled, 
including workshops on 
curriculum development 
that invites stakeholders. 
Therefore, this issue will be 
proposed as a decision that 
has legal provisions and 
becomes an official institu-
tion. This institution will 
function in developing cur-
riculum, increasing em-
ployment opportunities, 
research collaboration 
with students and also in-
ternship opportunities in 
industry. 

Link of Decree’s Dean of 
“Forum Mitra Prodi Bi-
ologi” : 

https://drive.google.com/f
ile/d/14ZGx1hvDQC5lxR27
-qSr9IZUeN-
vNnpqo/view?usp=sharing  

BOC. We do agree with 
peer's suggestion. The for-
mation of an Advisory 
Board consisting of 
alumni, students and 
stakeholders is needed to 
provide useful feedback 
for institutional develop-
ment. 

We have discussed with 
the Faculty and the Faculty 
has provided a decree re-
garding the advisory 
board. 
(http://tiny.cc/Dean_De-
cree_Partner_Forum) 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14ZGx1hvDQC5lxR27-qSr9IZUeNvNnpqo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14ZGx1hvDQC5lxR27-qSr9IZUeNvNnpqo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14ZGx1hvDQC5lxR27-qSr9IZUeNvNnpqo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14ZGx1hvDQC5lxR27-qSr9IZUeNvNnpqo/view?usp=sharing
http://tiny.cc/Dean_Decree_Partner_Forum
http://tiny.cc/Dean_Decree_Partner_Forum
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F Summary: Peer recommendations (13.05.2022) 

Taking into account the additional information and the comments given by UNDIP, the 
peers summarize their analysis and final assessment for the award of the seals as follows: 

Degree Programme ASIIN-seal Subject-specific label Maximum duration 
of accreditation 

Ba Biology With requirements 
for one year 

- 30.09.2027 

Ba Chemistry With requirements 
for one year 

- 30.09.2027 

Requirements 

For all degree programmes 

A 1. (ASIIN 1.4) UNDIP must not exclude students from admission on the grounds of col-
our-blindness or deafness.  

A 2. (ASIIN 2.2) Verify the students' total workload and award the ECTS points accordingly. 
Define how many hours of students' workload is required for one ECTS point.  

A 3. (ASIIN 4.3) UNDIP needs to make sure that the safety measures in the laboratories 
are followed strictly and all laboratories need to be equipped with the necessary 
modern safety equipment. 

A 4. (ASIIN 4.3) Provide enough technical equipment and instruments so that experiments 
can be done by groups of not more than two to three students. 

A 5. (ASIIN 5.1) The module descriptions need to include information about the students’ 
total workload, and the awarded ECTS points. 

A 6. (ASIIN 6) Close the feedback cycles and make sure that the teachers discuss with their 
students about the results of the questionnaires and what changes might be possible.  

Recommendations 

For all degree programmes 

E 1. (ASIIN 2.1) It is recommended to further promote the academic mobility of the stu-
dents and to cooperate with more renowned international universities. 
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E 2. (ASIIN 2.1) It is recommended to involve students more in the lectures and to intro-
duce more student-centred teaching. 

E 3. (ASIIN 2.1) It is recommended to adapt the intended learning outcomes and the cur-
riculum to technological advancements and current developments in chemistry and 
biology, in order to prepare graduates even better for the requirements of the job 
market.  

E 4. (ASIIN 2.1) It is recommended to invite experts from the industry and research insti-
tutions to give lectures on new developments and current technologies in biology 
and chemistry. 

E 5. (ASIIN 6) It is recommended to make student representatives members of the boards 
at UNDIP at programme or department level and to directly involve them in the de-
cision making processes for further developing the degree programmes. 

E 6. (ASIIN 6) It is recommended to establish an advisory board for each department with 
representatives from the industry and public institutions, who can advise the depart-
ments on the needs and requirements of the job market. 

For the Bachelor’s degree programme Chemistry 

E 7. (ASIIN 2.1) It is recommended to prolong the internship to two to three months. 
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G Comment of the Technical Committees 
(13.06.2022) 

Technical Committee 09 - Chemistry (08.06.2022) 
Assessment and analysis for the award of the ASIIN seal: 

The Technical Committee discusses the procedure and agrees with the assessment of the 
expert group. A rewording is proposed only for requirement A1. 

The Technical Committee 09 – Chemistry recommends the award of the seals as follows: 

Degree Programme ASIIN-seal Subject-specific 
label 

Maximum duration 
of accreditation 

Ba Biology With requirements 
for one year 

- 30.09.2027 

Ba Chemistry With requirements 
for one year 

- 30.09.2027 

A 1. (ASIIN 1.4) UNDIP must not exclude students from admission because of colour-blind-
ness or deafness.  

Technical Committee 10 – Life Sciences (13.06.2022) 
Assessment and analysis for the award of the ASIIN seal: 

The Technical Committee discusses the procedure and agrees with the assessment of the 
peer group. 

The Technical Committee 10 – Life Sciences recommends the award of the seals as follows: 

Degree Programme ASIIN-seal Subject-specific 
label 

Maximum duration 
of accreditation 

Ba Biology With requirements 
for one year 

- 30.09.2027 

Ba Chemistry With requirements 
for one year 

- 30.09.2027 
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H Decision of the Accreditation Commission 
(24.06.2022) 

Assessment and analysis for the award of the subject-specific ASIIN seal: 

The Accreditation Commission discusses the procedure and agrees with the assessment of 
the peer group and the different wording of requirement A1 according to the suggestion 
from TC 10 – Life Sciences. 

The Accreditation Commission decides to award the following seals: 

Degree Programme ASIIN-seal Subject-specific 
label 

Maximum duration 
of accreditation 

Ba Biology With requirements 
for one year 

- 30.09.2027 

Ba Chemistry With requirements 
for one year 

- 30.09.2027 

Requirements 

For all degree programmes 

A 1. (ASIIN 1.4) UNDIP must not exclude students from admission because of colour-blind-
ness or deafness.  

A 2. (ASIIN 2.2) Verify the students' total workload and award the ECTS points accordingly. 
Define how many hours of students' workload is required for one ECTS point.  

A 3. (ASIIN 4.3) UNDIP needs to make sure that the safety measures in the laboratories 
are followed strictly and all laboratories need to be equipped with the necessary 
modern safety equipment. 

A 4. (ASIIN 4.3) Provide enough technical equipment and instruments so that experiments 
can be done by groups of not more than two to three students. 

A 5. (ASIIN 5.1) The module descriptions need to include information about the students’ 
total workload, and the awarded ECTS points. 

A 6. (ASIIN 6) Close the feedback cycles and make sure that the teachers discuss with their 
students about the results of the questionnaires and what changes might be possible.  

Recommendations 
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For all degree programmes 

E 1. (ASIIN 2.1) It is recommended to further promote the academic mobility of the stu-
dents and to cooperate with more renowned international universities. 

E 2. (ASIIN 2.1) It is recommended to involve students more in the lectures and to intro-
duce more student-centred teaching. 

E 3. (ASIIN 2.1) It is recommended to adapt the intended learning outcomes and the cur-
riculum to technological advancements and current developments in chemistry and 
biology, in order to prepare graduates even better for the requirements of the job 
market.  

E 4. (ASIIN 2.1) It is recommended to invite experts from the industry and research insti-
tutions to give lectures on new developments and current technologies in biology 
and chemistry. 

E 5. (ASIIN 6) It is recommended to make student representatives members of the boards 
at UNDIP at programme or department level and to directly involve them in the de-
cision making processes for further developing the degree programmes. 

E 6. (ASIIN 6) It is recommended to establish an advisory board for each department with 
representatives from the industry and public institutions, who can advise the depart-
ments on the needs and requirements of the job market. 

For the Bachelor’s degree programme Chemistry 

E 7. (ASIIN 2.1) It is recommended to prolong the internship to two to three months. 
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I Fulfilment of Requirements (23.06.2023) 

Analysis of the peers and the Technical Committees 
(12.06.2023) 

Requirements 

For all programmes 

A 1.  (ASIIN 1.4) UNDIP must not exclude students from admission because of colour-blind-
ness or deafness. 

Initial Treatment 
Peers  
 

Not fulfilled 
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: There is no clear regulation change. UNDIP is in the 
process of adjusting regulations, however, it is not clear to which 
extend. Several study programmes will continue to conduct 
screening tests related to physical abilities.   

TC 09 Not Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: The TC agrees that UNDIP needs to present a regu-
lation on the admittance of colour-blind and deaf students. 

TC 10 Not fulfilled 
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: TC confirm that the admission of colour-blind and 
deaf students to the study programmes is still not possible. 

A 2.  (ASIIN 2.2) Verify the students' total workload and award the ECTS points accordingly. 
Define how many hours of students' workload is required for one ECTS point. 

Initial Treatment 
Peers  
 

Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: UNDIP introduced measures to monitor the stu-
dents’ workload and has adjusted the ECTS calculation. 

TC 09 Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 

TC 10 Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
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Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 

A 3.  (ASIIN 4.3) UNDIP needs to make sure that the safety measures in the laboratories 
are followed strictly and all laboratories need to be equipped with the necessary 
modern safety equipment. 

Initial Treatment 
Peers  
 

Fulfilled 
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: UNDIP organizes safety courses in the third semes-
ter before students start their lab courses. In addition, at the be-
ginning of each practicum safety briefing is done. Periodic checks 
on safety equipment is done.  

TC 09 Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 

TC 10 Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 

A 4.  (ASIIN 4.3) Provide enough technical equipment and instruments so that experiments 
can be done by groups of not more than two to three students. 

Initial Treatment 
Peers  
 

Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous 
Justification: New equipment was purchased to allow for a max 
group size of 3 persons.  

TC 09 Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 

TC 10 Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 

A 5.  (ASIIN 5.1) The module descriptions need to include information about the students’ 
total workload, and the awarded ECTS points. 

Initial Treatment 
Peers  
 

Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: UNDIP has updated the module descriptions accord-
ingly. 

TC 09 Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
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Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 
TC 10 Fulfilled  

Vote: unanimous  
Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 

A 6.  (ASIIN 6) Close the feedback cycles and make sure that the teachers discuss with their 
students about the results of the questionnaires and what changes might be possible. 

Initial Treatment 
Peers  
 

Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: Results of the questionnaires are analysed by the 
Quality Assurance Team. Also, every lecturer conducts a survey 
with the students that is directly discussed.  

TC 09 Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 

TC 10 Fulfilled  
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 

Decision of the Accreditation Commission (23.06.2023) 
The AC decides that requirement A1 is not fulfilled. 

Justification: 

UNDIP needs to provide a clear verification that colour-blind and deaf persons are not au-
tomatically excluded from studying.  

The Accreditation Commission decides to award the following seals: 

Degree Programme ASIIN seal Subject-specific 
Label 

Maximum duration 
of accreditation 

Ba Biology Requirement A1 not 
fulfilled  

- 30.09.2027  

Ba Chemistry Requirement A1 not 
fulfilled 

- 30.09.2027  
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J Fulfilment of Requirements (08.12.2023) 

Analysis of the peers and the Technical Committees 
(22.11.2023) 

Requirements 

For all degree programmes 

A 1.  (ASIIN 1.4) UNDIP must not exclude students from admission because of colour-blind-
ness or deafness. 

Second Treatment 
Peers  
 

Fulfilled 
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: 
Prospective students with physical disabilities won't be denied 
admission if the draft is put into effect. However, it's important 
to consider how these students can be adequately supported in 
their respective majors, particularly in fields like biology and 
chemistry. 

TC 09 Fulfilled 
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: The TC agrees with the peers’ assessment. 

TC 10 Fulfilled 
Vote: unanimous  
Justification: TC with the peers’ judgement. 

Decision of the Accreditation Commission (08.12.2023) 
The Accreditation Commission follows the assessment of the experts and the Technical 
Committees and decides that all requirements are fulfilled. 

The Accreditation Commission decides to award the following seals: 

Degree Programme ASIIN seal Subject-specific la-
bels  

Maximum duration 
of accreditation 

Ba Biology All requirements ful-
filled  

- 30.09.2027  
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Degree Programme ASIIN seal Subject-specific la-
bels  

Maximum duration 
of accreditation 

Ba Chemistry All requirements ful-
filled 

- 30.09.2027  
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Appendix: Programme Learning Outcomes and 
Curricula 
According to the Self-Assessment Report, the following objectives and learning outcomes 
(intended qualifications profile) shall be achieved by the Bachelor’s degree programme 
Biology:  

A. Attitude: 

1. Apply the values of Pancasila, morals, ethics, respect others and obey the law. 

2. Sensitive to surrounding problems and play an active role in society. 

3. Disciplined and responsible. 

B. Generic Skill: 

1. Have critical, systematical, creative and innovative thinking. 

2. Have leadership and communicative skills. 

3. Have the ability to keep up with recent technologies. 

4. Able to work independently as well as together in teams. 

C. Specific Skill: 

1. Acquiring the basic knowledge of biology, molecules, cells, and organisms relevant 
to mathematics and natural sciences 

2. Acquiring methodological competence in Life Sciences, including handling organ-
isms, carrying out independent practical work in the laboratory and in the field, 
and being able to apply these skills to other contexts, 

3. Having an understanding of safety and environmental issues, associated funda-
mental law, and management of sustainable environment. 

4. Being able to identify and develop the potency of biodiversity for human prosper-
ity using recent technology. 

5. Acquiring a good level of knowledge in at least one special area of Life Sciences. 

6. Being able to recognize specific Life Sciences problems and then formulate solu-
tions and present results. 

D. Knowledge: 

1. Mastering basic biology and biotechnology, and knowing how to apply and de-
velop it. 
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2. Knowing how to implement and develop the potential of biodiversity in a sustaina-
ble manner. 

3. Knowing how to use of the latest technology 
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The following curriculum is presented: 

No Course Subject Units ECTS Semester 

1 Pancasila and Civil Educa-
tion 

3 - 0 4,8 I 

2 Biodiversity Introduction 2 - 0 3,2 I 

3 Sports 0 - 1 1,6 I 

4 Internet of Things (IoT) 2 - 0 3,2 I 

5 Basic Biology I 2 - 1 4,8 I 

6 Plant Morphology 2 - 1 4,8 I 

7 Animal Anatomy 2 - 1 4,8 I 

8 Cell Biology 2 - 0 3,2 I 

9 Basic Chemistry 2 - 0 3,2 I 

 
Total 17 - 4 33,6 

 

No Course Subject Units ECTS Semester 

1 Indonesian Language 2 - 0 3,2 II 

2 English 2 - 0 3,2 II 

3 Taxonomy 2 - 1 4,8 II 

4 Religion 2 - 0 3,2 II 

5 Plant Anatomy 2 - 1 4,8 II 

6 Basic Biology II 2 - 1 4,8 II 

7 Biochemistry 3 - 1 6,4 II 
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No Course Subject Units ECTS Semester 

8 Animal Embryology 2 - 1 4,8 II 

 
Total Units 17 - 5 35,2 

 

No Course Subject Units ECTS Semester 

1 Research Methodology 2 - 0 3,2 III 

2 Plant Physiology 3 - 1 6,4 III 

3 Animal Physiology 3 - 1 6,4 III 

4 Microbiology 3 - 1 6,4 III 

5 Bioconservation Introduc-
tion 

2 - 0 3,2 III 

6 Plant Biodiversity 2 - 1 4,8 III 

7 Ecology 3 - 1 6,4 III 

 
Total Units 18 - 5 36,8 

 

No Course Subject Units ECTS Semester 

1 Genetics 2 - 1 4,8 IV 

2 Environmental Science 2 - 0 3,2 IV 

3 Biostatistics 2 - 0 3,2 IV 

4 Molecular Biology 3 - 0 4,8 IV 

5 Protists Biology 2 - 1 4,8 IV 

6 Animal Biodiversity 2 - 1 4,8 IV 
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No Course Subject Units ECTS Semester 

7 Plant Microtechnique 1 - 1 3,2 IV 

8 Histology 2 - 0 3,2 IV 

9 Mycology 2 - 1 4,8 IV 

 
Total Units 18 - 5 36,8 

 

No Course Subject Units ECTS Semester 

1 Scientific Communication 
Technique 

2 - 0 3,2 V 

2 Plant Embryology 2 - 0 3,2 V 

3 Animal Microtechnique 1 - 1 3,2 V 

4 Biosystematic 2 - 0 3,2 V 

5 Recombinant Genetic 2 - 1 4,8 V 

6 Bioconservation 2 - 0 3,2 V 

7 Biophysics 2 - 0 3,2 V 

8 Internship 0 - 2 3,2 V 

9 Biotechnology 2 - 0 3,2 V 

10 Elective courses I 2 - 0 3,2 V 

11 Elective courses II 2 - 0 3,2 V 

 
Total Units 19 - 4 36,8 

 

1 Entrepreneurships 2 - 0 3,2 VI 
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No Course Subject Units ECTS Semester 

2 Public Services 0 - 3 4,8 VI 

3 Germ Plasm 2 - 0 3,2 VI 

4 Bioinformatics 2 - 0 3,2 VI 

5 Marine Biology 2 - 0 3,2 VI 

6 Elective courses III 2 - 0 3,2 VI 

7 Elective courses IV 2 - 0 3,2 VI 

8 Elective courses V 2 - 0 3,2 VI 

9 Elective courses VI 2 - 0 3,2 VI 

10 Elective courses VII 2 - 0 3,2 VI 

 
Total Units 18 - 3 33,6 

 

No Course Subject Units ECTS Semester 

1 Evolution 2 - 0 3,2 VII 

2 Elective courses VII 2 - 0 3,2 VII 

3 Elective courses IX 2 - 0 3,2 VII 

 
Total Units 6 - 0 9,6 

 

 Final Project 0 - 6 9,6 VIII 

 Total Units 6 - 0 9,6  
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According to the Self-Assessment Report, the following objectives and learning outcomes (in-
tended qualifications profile) shall be achieved by the Bachelor’s degree programme Chem-
istry:  

1. Possessing a strong foundation of chemical knowledge (Inorganic Chemistry, Organic 
Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry and Biochemistry) and any neces-
sary additional knowledge (Physics and Mathematics). This foundation is developed 
based on scientific studies in the field of chemistry in terms of identification, analysis, 
synthesis, isolation, and molecule transformation. 

2. Possessing basic knowledge of specialized chemistry (for example, computational 
chemistry, materials chemistry, macromolecules, and polymers). 

3. Possessing laboratory skills in Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Physical Chem-
istry, Analytical Chemistry and Biochemistry and being able to work individually or in a 
group to solve problems through the application of knowledge of structures, proper-
ties, kinetics, and energetics of molecules and chemical systems. The application of this 
knowledge is conducted through analytical and synthetic methods in specialized chem-
istry, as well as through the application of relevant technologies. 

4. Possessing the ability to collect and interpret relevant scientific data and then analyse 
and assess it to make appropriate decisions. 

5. Possessing the ability to communicate information, ideas, problems, and solutions to 
the public. 

6. Possessing a standard competency of graduates that is in accordance with standards of 
with work qualifications, mastery of analytical tools and supporting software, synthe-
sis, and modelling of molecules in general or specialized chemistry. 

7. Possessing high level knowledge and competency standards that can be developed for 
further studies. 
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The following curriculum is presented: 
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